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On the cover: Jamie Goldsmith, Head Coach, Girls Varsity Hockey, offers advice to Madi Gleason ’19
during a game. To learn more about how the commitment of our coaches and faculty contributes
to the progress and success of Gunnery students, read the story on Page 10.
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FROM THE HEAD OF SCHOOL

Dear Gunnery Community,

need to move toward these ideals under their own steam. We

I often wonder how Frederick Gunn would have navigated
contemporary political discourse with his students. He was fearless
— unafraid to go toe-to-toe with fellow Washingtonians on the
evils of slavery (and his seemingly equal disdain for alcohol). But
few examples exist of him telling his students what to think, or
shaming them into thinking a certain way. Instead, his approach
was human, personal, relational — he knew, instinctively, how
to “meet a student where he was.” His method seems to have
involved a combination of humor, kindness, and Socratic dialogue
to engage his students — even one who had just been caught in
some act of rule breaking or meanness towards another student
— to lead them to realize, admit, and turn from the error of their
ways or their thinking.
When we listen to students today, we learn quickly that they
recoil from being told what to think, or what they can say or
write. And yet we’ve also learned a lot in the last decade about
how some of our inherited ways of thinking and communicating
can harm other people. At The Gunnery, we care about that
because, as a school, we want to develop in students that subtle
balance between personal achievement and genuine concern for
other people, as well as the moral courage to go out into the world
and stand for something, rather than just being carried along by
prevailing winds. As educators at Mr. Gunn’s school, we believe
in the good, the right, the true, the beautiful, and the sustainable.
But we also recognize that we must remain humble in assuming
we know these ideals fully, and second, that ultimately students

equips students to listen and reflect, rather than react; to allow for

aim to develop in students a poetic moral imagination, one that
more than one interpretation; to take language seriously and use it
wisely.
This accords with why Mr. Gunn started his school and
sounds great, but how does it happen on campus today? If
students do not trust the adults around them, particularly at a
boarding school, there’s little chance they will grow in these ways.
So we seek to earn the trust of those we hope to teach. We do this,
ideally, in every interaction in the classroom, in the dorm, on the
field, or as an advisor. We share information as adults constantly
with the aim of identifying for every student the ways in which
they are thriving, what makes that possible, and the next level
of learning available to them — ultimately so that we can equip
students to do this themselves.
One place this happens is in our Student Progress Meetings.
The entire faculty meets twice each term (three times in the fall)
to review the wholistic progress of every student on campus.
Every adult who interacts with the student contributes ideas about
how to challenge and support the student to the ultimate end of
their becoming self-directed in both their learning and life. The
meetings are a remarkable dedication of resources, but get to
the heart of why we think we exist as a school, and the types of

their porch! You can read more about the process and its benefits
for our students on Page 10.
One of the best indicators of the effectiveness of this
approach today is when students begin to lead and equip each
other. The Gray Party is a campus initiative that began in the
run-up to the 2016 presidential election. It was started by two
students on opposite sides of the aisle, Mark Choi ’18 and
Anthony Cochrane ’18, with guidance from Bart McMann,
the Chair of our History Department. Its purpose was to solve
for the problem of ideological echo chambers that has stymied
anything like real debate or civic discussion in the U.S. In addition

to bridging the gap between Young Democrats and Young
Republicans on campus, the Gray Party has been successful in
educating students on a broad range of state and national issues,
introducing them to candidates for governor and Congress,
hosting political forums, registering students to vote, getting them
to the polls on election day, and giving them the skills to engage in
civil discourse while avoiding the pitfalls of political partisanship
that have so degraded the efficiency of our government on both
sides of the aisle. As this work is carried forward by new student
leaders, they have found ways to connect what is happening on
campus to work being done at the national level to reduce political
polarization and find common ground (see Page 4).
When students know the adults around them respect them,
when the adults earn student trust and “the right to be heard,”
incredible learning becomes possible, not just in the classroom
but comprehensively — mind, body, and spirit. This is the most
effective way to equip students to navigate life, including what to
do when they encounter ideas with which they disagree or which
offend or even hurt them, whether from the right or the left.
When they start to teach and listen to each other, and that gets
passed down from one year to the next, we know our approach is
working. The reward is to see how it encourages our students to
keep digging in, putting flesh on the bones of thinking fearlessly
and acting thoughtfully.

practices we need in place to take full advantage of what boarding
school offers. The school has used this format for decades — it
was at its most efficient when Mr. and Mrs. Gunn could conduct

With best wishes,

the equivalent meeting between the two of them while sitting on
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When students know the adults around them
respect them, when the adults earn student trust
and “the right to be heard,” incredible learning
becomes possible, not just in the classroom but
comprehensively — mind, body, and spirit.
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BEING
BETTER
ANGELS
Students Seek to Navigate the Middle Ground

I

n the run-up to November’s midterm elections, The Gunnery welcomed two representatives of Better
Angels, a national, bipartisan citizens movement working to reduce political polarization in the United

Jolie Kaplan ’20, Jimmy Rayhill ’20 and Katie Nemergut ’19 shared their views
during a workshop hosted by Better Angels on January 21 at The Gunnery.

States and foster respectful discourse across political differences. The event, held October 30 in Bourne
several years ago by Anthony Cochrane ’18, a Republican, and Mark Choi ’18, a Democrat, with the
goal of increasing civic engagement and helping students navigate the middle ground.

T H E G U N N E RY B U L L E T I N

In the fall term, a new group of
student leaders, Duke Fishman ’19,
William Alling Graney ’19, Jolie
Kaplan ’20 and Nathaniel Ince ’20,
emerged to carry on that work.
In bringing Better Angels to
The Gunnery, the school is at
the vanguard of efforts to engage
students in more open-minded and
pluralistic ways of thinking and
talking about political issues, before
polarization sets in.
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Sabryna Coppola ’18, former president of
the Young Democrats, with Gray Party
co-founder Mark Choi ’18, former
gubernatorial candidate David Walker, who
served as Comptroller General of the United
States under Presidents Bill Clinton and
George W. Bush, and Gray Party co-founder
Anthony Cochrane ’18 at The Governor’s
Information Forum in October 2018

Bringing Progressives
and Conservatives Together

participants to keep the conversations going in their communities.
These sessions are an attempt to remedy the political polarization

that Better Angels says “may have reached its worst level in the
Better Angels was established in the weeks following the 2016
United States since the Civil War.”
presidential election by David Blankenhorn and David Lapp of
Writing about the group’s efforts
The Institute for American Values, a New
in The Atlantic in December, David A.
York City think tank focusing on family
Graham said: “What is intriguing about
and social issues, and Bill Dougherty, a
Better Angels is that it isn’t seeking to
professor in the University of Minnesota’s
We are not enemies, but friends.
formulate a broadly acceptable centrist
Department of Family Social Science.
platform, nor appeal to the vast middle
We must not be enemies.
They brought 10 supporters of Donald
who (Americans are told) really truly just
Trump and 11 supporters of Hillary
Though passion may have
want the country to work. It’s not trying
Clinton together for a weekend “to see if
strained, it must not break our
to end partisanship; the group’s very
we could respectfully disagree and find any
bonds
of
affection.
The
mystic
concept, with its red versus blue structure,
common ground.”
From that first meeting in South
Lebanon, Ohio, Better Angels has grown
to include 6,200 members nationwide.
Volunteer coordinators in all 50 states now
conduct daylong “Red/Blue Workshops”
that bring progressives and conservatives
together to understand each other
beyond stereotypes. The workshops are
centered on structured conversations
and sometimes lead to the establishment
of Better Angels Alliances that help

chords of memory will swell
when again touched, as surely
they will be, by the better
angels of our nature.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
IN HIS INAUGURAL ADDRESS,
MARCH 4, 1861

presupposes polarity. Its premise is not

that everyone needs to agree, but simply
that they need to be able to talk to one
another, and that such a skill has been lost.”
History Department Chair Bart
McMann learned about Better Angels
when he heard Francis Fukuyama, a
political science professor at Stanford,
interviewed on National Public Radio
in October. At the time, Fukuyama had
published a new book, “Identity: The
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Hall, was significant in that it was sponsored by the school’s Gray Party, a student-led club established
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Demand for Dignity and the Politics of Resentment,” and was
asked to speak about “the growing crisis of civility and respect
for democratic processes” in the wake of Brett Kavanaugh’s
confirmation to the U.S. Supreme Court.
When asked by NPR’s Michel Martin about the divisions
that had erupted between Democrats and Republicans during and
after Kavanaugh’s Senate hearings, Fukuyama said: “The degree
of polarization is the single biggest weakness in American society
and in the American political system. It means that we can’t make
routine decisions like appointing a Supreme Court justice ...
[I]t’s not simply that we’re disagreeing over, you know, policies
like abortion. It also means that, as Americans, as individuals, we
are increasingly distrusting one another, disliking each other on a
personal basis. And, you know, I think the hearings demonstrated
that we’re even perceiving the same events and the same facts in
such different ways that there really doesn’t seem to be common
ground for having actually a civil discussion.”
Martin went on to ask Fukuyama about Better Angels’
grassroots efforts to bring progressives and conservatives together
to reduce polarization in a structured and intentional way.
“[I]t’s one of a lot of grassroots efforts to build civility across the
country,” Fukuyama responded, citing a need for leadership from
someone who can begin to emphasize “things that Americans
actually hold in common and walk us back a little bit from this
precipice.”

Bourne Hall. In these smaller groups,
session “a respect for opposing viewpoints
students discussed political stereotypes in
and the skills to communicate across the
It’s not trying to end
relation to issues including government
political divide.”
and tax reform, gun rights and gun
partisanship; the group’s very
To Graney, the most meaningful
control, abortion, immigration, healthcare,
aspect
of the stereotypes workshop was
concept, with its red versus blue
education and equality. Students answered
how it challenged students to examine
structure, presupposes polarity.
questions such as: “What are the
their own beliefs and potentially see the
Its
premise
is
not
that
everyone
stereotypes that other people have of you?
faults in those beliefs. “It made you kind of
What are the ways in which progressives
vulnerable, and everyone was vulnerable
needs to agree, but simply that
(or conservatives) stereotype you and
at that point, which helped everyone
they need to be able to talk to
what’s unfair or inaccurate about that?”
connect,” he said.
one
another,
and
that
such
a
skill
Each group was then asked to extract a
That, noted Ince, is “one of the main
has been lost.
“kernel of truth” about Reds and Blues
goals of the Gray Party.” Of the workshop,
on each issue before the students were
he said, “It was the perfect size group.
DAVID A. GRAHAM
brought back together to talk further with
You could voice your opinion but also feel
THE ATLANTIC
guidance from Jones, who asked them:
heard at the same time.”
“What did you learn about what the other
At McMann’s request, Jones returned
side thinks about themselves, and did you
to The Gunnery on January 21 to
hear anything that you have in common?
moderate a second, 90-minute workshop
Could you see any possibilities for common ground?”
that included what Better Angels refers to as a “fishbowl exercise.”
“It’s not about who did a better job presenting their point of
Eight students who self-identified as Reds sat in the center of
view. The real work is the listening,” he said.
the room and were asked to discuss ways in which conservative
McMann said his hope is that students gained from the
policies on issues such as healthcare and the border wall are good
Gray Party leader William Alling Graney ’19 helped students including
Laura Wells ’19 register to vote for the 2018 midterm elections.
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That idea resonated with McMann, who worked with Fishman
to invite Better Angels to The Gunnery in October “to moderate
a discussion about harsh political stereotypes, and how we
might overcome them to initiate respectful political dialogue on
campus.”
The workshop was organized by the student leaders of the
Gray Party and moderated by Chuck Jones, a Connecticut-based
representative of Better Angels who retired in 2012 from St.
Andrew’s Episcopal School in Potomac, Maryland, having served
as a member of the English faculty and as department head for
13 years.
Like many people, Jones said he was appalled by the kind
of language being used on social media even before the 2016
presidential debates. At the time he recalled thinking, “How
all of a sudden do we have permission to talk to each other this
way? Even on Facebook — the name calling. It was really kind of
shocking.”
Jones completed his training with Better Angels in McLean,
Virginia, in 2016 and moderated four, full-day Red/Blue
Workshops in Northampton, Massachusetts, and three in New

York State. At The Gunnery, he had just 90 minutes to lead
students through one of the three exercises typically included
in a full-day program. “This was a trial run for me,” said Jones,
who was excited to share the work of Better Angels with an
audience of high school students for the first time. “I was totally
heartened by it,” he said in November, describing the 14 students
who participated as thoughtful, well-read, up-to-date on current
events, and engaged citizens. “I’m always impressed with young
people. Now I’m nagging the national leaders to help me find a
way to bring this to high school and college campuses.”
Indeed, Ciaran O’Connor, Chief Marketing Officer for
Better Angels, confirmed in January that the organization is
“bringing its workshops to high school and college campuses
going forward.”
Seven conservatives and seven progressives from the Gray
Party and McMann’s Honors U.S. Government and Politics class
participated in what Better Angels calls a “stereotypes exercise.”
The students were asked to self-identify as conservative or
progressive and divided into two groups, Reds and Blues, which
met separately in the Wade Room and the Reading Room of

Andrew Byrne-King ’20, Better Angels Moderator Chuck Jones, and Sage Mines ’19
listen to the viewpoints being shared during the Better Angels workshop in January.
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Seeing Possibilities for Common Ground
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The degree of polarization is
the single biggest weakness
in American society and in
the American political system.
It means that we can’t make
routine decisions like appointing
a Supreme Court justice ...
[I]t’s not simply that we’re
disagreeing over, you know,
policies like abortion. It also
means that, as Americans, as
individuals, we are increasingly
distrusting one another, disliking
each other on a personal basis.
FRANCIS FUKUYAMA
POLITICAL SCIENCE PROFESSOR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY

CONSERVATIVE

PROGRESSIVE
DEMOCRAT
MORE GOVERNMENT
REGULATION
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LESS MILITARY
SPENDING

8

SUPPORTS
DACA

opportunities for students to think about
why they believe what they believe,
question their political ideals, and consider
whether they stand by their political
opinions. “That’s the most important part.
It’s not really antagonizing any other side.”
Kaplan joined the Gray Party this year
because she has always been interested in
politics. Last summer, she interned for
State Representative Caroline Simmons,
a Democrat from Stamford. Although
she is considering law school, Kaplan
does not plan to pursue a political career
unless things change. “I don’t see too
much appeal,” she said. “Candidates
sacrifice their own beliefs for fundraising.
I don’t want to lose who I am just to gain a
political platform.”
Acknowledging that some students do
not have time to keep up with the national
news outside of a headline they may
glimpse on a TV screen, she said that, too,
is part of the work of the Gray Party. “We
are the next generation. It’s important for

THE
GRAY PARTY SEEKS
TO PROMOTE
OPEN DIALOG
AND MUTUAL
UNDERSTANDING

REPUBLICAN
FREE MARKET
MORE MILITARY
SPENDING
STRICTER
IMMIGRATION
POLICIES

people to be educated about what’s
happening,” Kaplan said. “We can
create so much change if we have
the opportunity to do that and the
knowledge to.”
To help with this, she and other
Gray Party leaders have presented at
School Meetings on topics such as
media bias, the midterm elections,
and the government shutdown.
“Adults often look down on
students because they think we
have opinions but no facts,” or
that students will say something
because “it’s just a cool thing to say,”
said Graney, who pointed out that
the Gray Party is working toward
overcoming such perceptions by
making sure students are informed,
Seven conservatives and seven progressives from the Gray Party and Honors U.S. Government
and understand that being politically
and Politics class participated in a stereotypes exercise at The Gunnery in October led by
(standing, left to right): History Department Chair Bart McMann and Chuck Jones and Mary
active is important. Gray Party
Doherty of Better Angels.
leaders organized a voter registration
drive last fall, and a few, including
Ince, Gwendolyn Brown ’20, Isabel
think, some of the most ideological times in people’s lives. They’re
Martin ’20 and Katie Nemergut ’19, attended a political forum
really starting to experience the world,” Jones said, observing
with Democrat Jahana Hayes of Waterbury. In November, Hayes
that last year, events such as the March for Our Lives, which
was elected to the U.S. House of Representatives, becoming the
followed the tragedy at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School
first black woman to represent Connecticut in Congress.
in Parkland, Florida, illustrated how groups everywhere are being
Through its efforts, the current Gray Party is carrying
energized and staffed by young people.
forward the work begun by Cochrane and Choi, who represented
“There’s been a lot of despair about political indifference
opposite sides of the political spectrum but were committed to
from 18 to 35-year-olds. It used to be the lowest voting
seeking compromise and more moderate solutions. The pair
demographic, so seeing them engaged and caring is hopeful to
conducted an independent study project during their junior year
me,” Jones said of The Gunnery’s students.
that focused on the decline in political interest among millennials.
This spring, the Gray Party plans to invite Jones back to
In their senior year, they worked with McMann to bring one
campus to help moderate a parliamentary-style debate about
of the first debates in the state’s 2018 race for governor to The
universal healthcare, McMann said. The group also would like to
Gunnery.
invite students from other independent schools to attend a Better
“Being part of the Gray Party means that you are open to
Angels event at The Gunnery toward the end of the academic
criticism and open to talking to people who have different views,”
year. “I think it’s a good start,” Fishman said. “Our goal isn’t to
said Graney, who believes the work of the Gray Party is important
have a specific faction of students involved, but to get students
“especially now in a time when politics is so cut-throat, everyone
involved in politics no matter what their (political) interests are.”
is so partisan, everyone is so polarized. What the Better Angels
At the workshop in January, Jones recalled that when he was
is, and what Mark and Anthony wanted to create, was a place
a classroom teacher, he often told his students the world does not
where students could voice their own opinions and others could
need more doctors or lawyers. “We need more good citizens,” he
challenge you. That really just promotes the process around what
said. “It’s not just about voting. It’s about talking to the people in
politics is.”
your own community. We could all help our democracy thrive.”
“I’ve been thinking a lot about the value of these workshops
“This is what practicing good citizenship is all about,” he said. n
for young people, because high school and college ages are, I
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for the country, and concerns they have
about those policies. Meanwhile, six
students who self-identified as Blues sat at
the outer edges of the room and listened.
Then, the groups switched places and
roles.
“It’s like overhearing or
eavesdropping on a conversation,” said
Jones, who asked the students: “Think
for a minute about what you just heard.
Did you notice the things that made an
impression on you? What did you learn?
Did you discover any kind of common
ground?”
One of the great things that can
happen in the full-day sessions, Jones said,
is that participants will come to realize not
everyone thinks alike, even among Reds
and Blues.
“So many people have their own
political beliefs, but in the current climate,
don’t feel comfortable sharing them. That
was my biggest takeaway,” said Kaplan,
explaining that the exercise provided
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Student Progress Meetings
Help Ensure Individual Success

Three times each year,

60 faculty advisors gather together

T H E G U N N E RY B U L L E T I N

as a community to review the progress of every Gunnery student one
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at a time. Over the course of a full day, advisors talk in a very efficient
and informed way about where each student is doing well, where he
or she may be struggling, and what can be done to encourage every
student to thrive in all aspects of school life — from the classroom to
the playing field to the dorm.

finding a way to further push a student
who is otherwise experiencing academic
success.
“It’s been part of our identity as a
small school as long as I’ve been here,”
Associate Head of School Seth Low said
of the Student Progress Meeting. “We’ve
always felt it’s important to talk as an
entire community about our students
together rather than rely on one person.
These conversations allow us to see that
a student who might be struggling in one
area is actually thriving in another area.

These conversations allow us to see that
a student who might be struggling in one
area is actually thriving in another area.
We connect all of these points, the sports
and the co-curriculars, the residential life
and the classroom.

We connect all of these points, the sports
and the co-curriculars, the residential life
and the classroom.”
In addition to the three end-of-term
meetings, Student Progress Meetings are
held once at the start of each academic
year, which Low refers to as “an initial
‘how’s everyone doing?’ checkpoint,” and
three times at the middle of each term,
when faculty focus on students who need
immediate help.
All Student Progress Meetings
involve faculty from the Academic
Office, the Dean of Students Office,
including Brian Konik, Ph.D., Director
of Counseling, and the Center for
Academic Support (CAS), who offer a
variety of resources for students. CAS, for
example, can help by evaluating a student’s
academic needs and determining what
support may be necessary to help him
or her navigate The Gunnery’s rigorous
college preparatory curriculum.

A Shift in Focus
In the past, Student Progress Meetings
focused primarily on academic progress,
but through advances in technology,
faculty have more information about
students than they did a decade ago.

SPRING 2019

A
360°
View

While most students are not familiar
with the inner workings of the Student
Progress Meeting, it is something that
distinguishes The Gunnery as a small
school with a close-knit community of
teachers, coaches, dorm parents and
advisors who work together to help ensure
every student’s well-being and success. If
an issue or concern should arise during a
student’s journey through the school, that
student will benefit from the knowledge,
experience and advice that is shared in the
context of the Student Progress Meeting.
Rod Theobald P’09 ’14, who joined
The Gunnery’s English faculty in 1998,
said of the schools where he taught
previously, which were in the United
States and in England, “We targeted
specific students of concern. We never
discussed the entire student body as we do
at the end of a term.”
Advisors talk about grades,
socialization, conduct, the influence of
peers, and the impact of screen time and
sleep. What happens if work is missed
or a student’s grades start to slide? Is
the student prepared for class? Are they
engaged in the classroom? How do they
handle their frustrations — or winning —
on the playing field? Sometimes it is about
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Student Progress Meetings offer the ability
to know students both in and out of the
classrooms, and sometimes you pick up
different things at different parts of their day.
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percent below normal on his last three
assessments, she will check in to see if
there is an underlying cause.
As a result of having more
information, the Student Progress
Meetings have shifted from what were
midterm grades meetings toward more
proactive problem-solving, with a focus on
helping every student move forward.
A student might be on a path that
could ultimately be problematic in terms
of an academic or disciplinary issue, or a
new student might be struggling to adjust
or “not engaging academically at the
level we want them to,” Low said. “We’re
trying to identify little things that could
become big things, so we can intervene

early. It’s not always a student who is
struggling in a course. We believe in every
student’s ability to succeed, and strive to
create the conditions for that success at
The Gunnery.”
From these kinds of conversations
come solutions. Advisors walk out of
Student Progress Meetings with concrete
action plans. It may be to write a comment
home, to meet with other teachers, to talk
to the Academic Office about adjusting
the student’s course load, or working with
CAS to arrange for educational testing or
ensure that a student is given appropriate
accommodations in the classroom.

In addition to helping to identify problems
early, the Student Progress Meetings
generate support and understanding, “so
that when a teacher or college counselor
is meeting with a student, they have
that sensitivity to the person who may
be juggling a lot of things, tangible and
intangible,” Low said. “Ultimately, we
are looking to create a network of adults
who are equipped with the information
to support all of the students in the
community in a way that is virtually
impossible in larger schools.”
Kori Rimany ’14, who teaches
English, said that information is valuable,
especially in those moments when she sees
students in the dining hall, at the PO, or
at field hockey practice, who are not as
familiar as those in her advisor group or
her English classes. “Maybe they need an
extra, ‘Hey, how are you?’ It’s such a small
community,” she said, adding, “There’s
something reassuring knowing that you’re
part of something bigger than your own
experience.”
Math teacher Kevin Clemente said
Student Progress Meetings can help him
see students in a new light, for example if a
student is struggling in his math class but
all the other students are doing well. “It’s
always good to hear from other teachers
who teach your students,” he said.
Matthews sees each meeting as a
“snapshot in time,” one that gives advisors
the opportunity to hear how students are
doing in a variety of settings, such as the
dorm and in their co-curricular activities,
so they can get to know them better as
individuals and help them thrive.
“Student Progress Meetings offer
the ability to know students both in and
out of the classrooms, and sometimes
you pick up different things at different
parts of their day,” said Athletic Director
Mike Marich. “The coach might pick up
something different than a faculty member

during the day. They spend more time with
the students on an hourly basis per week.”
The playing field and the art studio
also offer a less structured setting where
students might be more relaxed than
they would be in class. “Their personality
comes out a little bit more,” Marich said.
“We know that if a student is
struggling socially or emotionally, that is
soon to show up in the classroom,” said
Emily Gum, Assistant Head of School for
Teaching and Learning. “We are able to
see potential shifts in student performance

and happiness before just waiting for them
to happen and being reactive.”
By sharing these varying perspectives,
faculty and advisors develop a “360-degree
view” of every student, in their residential
life, on the playing field, in the classroom,
and socially, Gum said. “We take all of
that into account when talking about a
child’s well-being and success here.”
It’s also a way to ensure that no
student is falling through the cracks. As
Marich said: “You have to work really hard
to get lost here.” n

We are looking to create a network
of adults who are equipped with
the information to support all of
the students in the community in
a way that is virtually impossible in
larger schools.
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For example, through the Student Alert
system, which is part of the Highlander
Nation school management system,
faculty are able to communicate daily
about any issues or concerns that may
arise, and request — or respond to —
feedback about specific students.
Perhaps a student didn’t sleep well
in the dorm the night before, or received
news from home that the family dog has
died, and then the student fails a test.
That kind of information can be shared
via a Student Alert. “It can be an early
warning system,” said Jess Matthews,
Ph.D., Dean of Students, who said that if
a chemistry teacher posts a Student Alert
indicating one of her students scored 20

A Small Community
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2019, Architecture and Alternative Energy Systems, as well as

as solar, wind and geothermal, and learn how electricity is

Water Systems Design, an environmental engineering course

distributed. They will build a small working scale model of a

introduced in fall 2018, will incorporate lessons on green design,

solar panel system, with the goal of installing actual solar panels

renewable energy and sustainability.

on a building on campus in the future, said Blaustein, who

The new, full-year Architecture course will expand upon
the success of Building Design, a two-term course in which

joining The Gunnery, he worked for manufacturing companies in

students were tasked with designing a theoretical house for a

Canada, Minnesota and New Hampshire.

family of five in 2018, and this year, they have been given the

Engineering, Robotics, Machine Design, and Water Systems

on campus, with seven faculty apartments. Students will learn

Design, will be offered again in fall 2019. This year, students

how to use Autodesk Revit® software for architecture design,

in Water Systems Design carried out extensive testing of the

the same software package used by S/L/A/M Collaborative, the

drinking water on campus, toured area water and wastewater

architectural firm that designed the new Thomas S. Perakos Arts

treatment plants, and assembled a reverse osmosis system

and Community Center. Blaustein introduced the software to

similar to that used for desalination and high purity water

students in the winter term. “By the fifth class, they were already

production.

Architecture students will be encouraged to incorporate

New Courses Focus on Engineering, Alternative Energy and Sustainability
The Gunnery’s Engineering Program, known on campus as IDEAS

robots, integrated the use of a CNC milling machine, 3D printer,

(Innovation, Design, Engineering and Applied Scholarship), is

and a reverse osmosis machine into the curriculum, and earned

approaching its third year of challenging students through a

two consecutive grants totaling $11,000 from NASA for their

series of fun, hands-on courses that blend experiential learning

robotics team, The Gunnery Gears. While all of the school’s

with technology. Several new course offerings are planned in the

IDEAS courses continue to surge in popularity, the size of the

fall, including the introduction of a full-year

robotics team alone increased 55 percent

engineering program, and classes that

from last year.

Outdoors and Sustainability (EOS).
IDEAS has already garnered a

T H E G U N N E RY B U L L E T I N

reputation on campus and among
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IDEAS students learn the
importance of attitude,
knowledge, imagination,
solutions, and the principles for

be offered in the fall to students who

and collaboration. Over the past two
years, IDEAS students have designed a
house, built a working scale model of a
cogeneration plant, a drone, and three

environment. IDEAS students learn the importance of attitude,

includes 46 wells for a geothermal heating and cooling system

knowledge, imagination, and evaluation when finding solutions,

and solar panels on the roof, which students in the Construction

and the principles for improving divergent thinking — how to

Management class had the opportunity to study up close this

brainstorm, make connections, link ideas and work “outside the

year.

box.” These courses also teach life lessons in teamwork, time

Similarly, students in Alternative Energy Systems, a new,
two-term course, will study renewable energy sources such

management, scheduling, organizing meetings, keeping records
and monitoring costs. n

are interested in engineering as a career.
Sixty percent of the class will be hands-on

— how to brainstorm, make

learning, and the course will be part of a

connections, link ideas and

three-year program, with Engineering II

work “outside the box.”

which will be the first LEED-certified structure on campus,

news is the introduction of Engineering I,

STEM-based program, which encourages

innovation, problem solving, teamwork

and innovative when solving problems in a hands-on learning

According to Monte Blaustein,

a full-year engineering course that will

students through a hands-on approach to

courses offer is an opportunity to learn how to be creative

the Arts and Community Center as an example. That project,

Director of the IDEAS Program, the big

and evaluation when finding
improving divergent thinking

elements of green design into their plans, Blaustein said, using

So, what’s next?

prospective families and students for its
creative design thinking and engages

Creativity and problem-solving are essential in the fields
of science, engineering and business today. What IDEAS

and Engineering III being introduced in
the fall of 2020 and 2021, respectively.
In addition, two new courses in fall
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integrate The Gunnery’s focus on Energy,

Several current IDEAS courses, including Innovation &

assignment of designing a new dormitory to house 56 students

getting good at it,” he said.

IDEAS Program to Exp a n d

also teaches science and has a degree in engineering. Prior to

15
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“So many good times …”
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This is how Craig Badger, Associate
Dean of Students and Head Boys Hockey
Coach, begins when asked to share
memories of the annual Freshman Trip
to Lake Placid. His recollections were
like postcards from the past: Faculty
breakfasts when Senior Master Ed Small
would order “the Growler.” Former
math teacher Jarrod Sisk showing off his
bowling skills in the annual faculty vs.
prefect match. Tobogganing onto Mirror
Lake with science teacher and Head
Baseball Coach Jeff Trundy. Summiting
Whiteface when the temperature was 25
degrees below zero. Skating and speed
skating and falling on the Olympic Oval.
Drinking hot chocolate and hot cider in
the hotel lounge.
In late January, 57 freshman, eight
prefects and six faculty members boarded
a coach bus, a minivan and a Gunnery

bus for what was, according to Freshman
Dean Ryan Cotter, the 24th annual class
trip to Lake Placid. Although some aspects
of the journey have changed from one year
to the next, the three-day trip remains
largely the same. After nearly a quarter
century of skiing and skating, bad weather
and wrong turns, glimpses of Olympic
history and slices at Mr. Mike’s, it’s still a
great Gunnery tradition, and one of the
most treasured memories of four-year
seniors on graduation day.
“It was a lot of fun,” said Trundy,
who was a chaperone on the freshman trip
for 10 years and drove one of the six or
seven Gunnery buses that were needed to
transport students from campus to Lake
Placid. “We did different things each year
depending on what was open and the
weather. I always thought it was a great
trip to bring the freshmen together.”
One year, the wind was blowing
so hard and it was so cold, they closed

Whiteface Mountain, so students couldn’t
ski or ride the gondola. Another year,
students and faculty left campus early on
Saturday morning to get ahead of a big
snowstorm that was predicted. They spent
a night in Lake George and went shopping
at the outlets nearby before continuing on
to Lake Placid on Sunday morning. “The
kids really did seem to enjoy it,” Trundy
said, and the added stop became part of
the itinerary for several years.
Gunnery students have gone
tobogganing off a jump onto Mirror Lake
and snow tubing at Saranac Lake, Trundy
said. They have free time to visit the
village of Lake Placid, which is well known
as the site of the 1932 and 1980 Winter
Olympics, and the historic “Miracle on
Ice” hockey game between the United
States and the Soviet Union. “You’re kind
of in a different world up there,” Trundy
said.
Kori Rimany ’14, who went on the

said the trip is a great
bonding experience
for the freshman class,
and a welcome change
of pace in the winter
term. “There are not
many things like that
that stay the same,”
Low said. “For firstyear students to have
a really fun experience
and reconnect with
classmates, it’s really important.”
This year, students stayed at the
Crowne Plaza Lake Placid and had
opportunities to go skating at night at
the Olympic Oval, where Eric Heiden
won five Olympic gold medals in 1980.
Students could take lessons or go skiing
or snowboarding at Whiteface. “It’s
sometimes referred to as Iceface,” quipped
Becca Leclerc, Director of the Outdoor
Program, one of the chaperones on the
trip. “It’s a tall peak and when the wind
blows, it blows the snow right off.”
Leclerc led a group of 11 students on
a winter hike to Copperas Pond and along
the River Trail portion of the Flume Trail
network.
Students had dinner one night at Mr.
Mike’s Pizza & Italian Restaurant, which
bills itself as “the longest running pizzeria
in Lake Placid,” and a second night at
Dack Shack, which is located in the
former Howard Johnson’s.
Over the three days, Cotter said he
observed how the students seemed to
enjoy “being in the moment. They were
good about sitting down together. You
didn’t see phones out. There was this
feeling that the kids were there and they
were there with each other, which is hard
to replicate on campus.”
There were also opportunities for
them to engage with each other, test
their independence and figure things
out on their own. One of these “growth
moments” happened when four freshmen

who were not confident skiers took a
wrong turn onto a trail that was more
difficult than they could manage. Another
freshman, and a more experienced skier,
stayed with them and helped them retrace
their path back up the mountain to the
gondola, which they rode back down.
Leclerc said each freshman trip
is unique, but it’s also part of a shared
experience that students from one class to
the next can draw on. “The whole student
body is very excited for the freshmen to
go to Lake Placid. They’ve got stories
from the trip and things that they did that
were just fun. It’s similar to School Walk
in that sense. Even if you had a different
experience on School Walk, you know
what people are talking about because
you have also done that. It’s a very fun
connection that people have had with
each other for the last 24 years of school
history.” n

Clockwise from facing page:
Skating on the Olympic Oval, left to right:
Kierstin Shelters ‘22, Kyra Briggs ‘22,
Kayla Clark ‘22, Serdar Kaltalioglu ‘22,
Matt Piazza ‘22, Liam Stewart ‘22, Michael
Burns ‘22, Anthony Pernerewski ‘22 and
Paul Clement ‘22
Faculty members Craig Badger and Jeff
Trundy on a toboggan run in January
2011
Snowshoeing on Lake Placid, left to right:
Hudson Brown ‘22, Carter Payne ‘22 and
Simon Rhodes ‘22
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Tradition of Freshman Trip Endures

trip as a freshman in 2011, as a prefect in
2014, and this year as a faculty member,
said the trip comes at a time of year when
social groups have already formed. “It’s
usually a turning point socially. Even the
trip down, spending that much time in the
‘toasters,’ students have an opportunity
to bond,” she said, using the affectionate
term faculty have for The Gunnery vans.
As a freshman, Rimany said the trip
offered her a first opportunity to interact
with the prefects, other than seeing them
running School Meeting each week.
“Prefects have a lot of responsibility on
the trip. It’s a huge learning experience
for them and if they went as freshmen, it’s
such an awesome, full-circle experience to
come back as a prefect,” she said, recalling
that all of the prefects in 2014 had been on
the trip as freshmen and were excited to
relive that experience, just as she was as a
faculty member this year.
“The town stays the same, looks
the same,” she said, acknowledging the
sense of nostalgia that surrounds the
trip. Upperclassmen and alumni like
to talk about it. “Friends remember it
as a positive, quintessential Gunnery
experience,” she said.
Associate Head of School Seth Low
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FROM THE ARCHIVES

Facing page,
clockwise from upper left:
Founder Frederick W. Gunn, for
whom The Gunnery is named

At the heart of this crest is a sketch
of the tower from the old Gunnery by
the artist John F. “Jack” Folinsbee,
Class of 1911. The illustration
appeared on the cover of the “Stray
Shot” from 1911 to 1932.

This letter, written by Mr. Gunn
in 1871 to Mrs. Curtis, a parent,
is among the earliest known
documented uses of “The Gunnery”
in the archives. He wrote: “The
Gunnery is full as usual — 43 boys
— and 7 girls. The whole school now
numbers 75 male and female. Of
course, we are all busy from morning
till late at night. The house swarms
like a hive of bees.”

This cornerstone marks the entrance to the
old Gunnery, which is off Green Hill Road
near Morehouse House. The cornerstone
on the opposite side of the drive is marked
“Class of 1928.”

John Brinsmade, who was the
school’s second and longest serving
headmaster, used this letterhead,
which showed a panoramic view of
“The Gunnery School” campus at
the time. Viewed from the current
site of Underhill Memorial Field, it
shows (left to right): the Rossiter
schoolhouse, which was converted to
a Colonial Revival-style structure in
1925 by the architect Richard Henry
Dana, who also designed the dorms
around the quad; the old Gunnery
(torn down in 1928), and in front of it,
the gym building that served as the
foundation of the drama barn and
today is the Emerson Performing Arts
Center; and far right, Bartlett dorm.

T H E G U N N E RY B U L L E T I N

The History of Our Name
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At the request of Head of School Peter
Becker, a curious historian, we delved
into The Paula and George Krimsky ’60
Archives to answer an age-old question,
specifically how our school came to be
called “The Gunnery.”
In “The Master of The Gunnery,”
U.S. Senator Orville H. Platt, who was

Mr. Gunn’s student at Washington Academy
(Class of 1847), recounted that Frederick
and Abigail Gunn “started the family
school” in October 1850 with a dozen
boys. Platt refers to “The Gunnery
School,” (MOG, 44) and the name “the
Gunnery” appears in Mr. Gunn’s handwritten
correspondence two decades later.

However, in a footnote in a
subsequent chapter of “The Master of
The Gunnery,” written by the Senator’s
only son, James P. Platt, he wrote: “It
may be said here that ‘The Gunnery’ has
not always been known by that name. For
many years, including, indeed, the period
when most of the contributors to this

volume were under its roof, it was known
simply as ‘Mr. Gunn’s School.’ ‘The
Gunnery’ was a term used at first by the
boys facetiously, which was so obviously
felicitous as to be generally accepted,
and in the end officially adopted.”
(MOG, 122)
This version of events is echoed
in Adam Korpalski’s “The Gunnery
1850-1975, A Documentary History of
Private Education In America.” An entry

dated November 1935 and titled “Did
You Know?” reveals: “By accident the
other day we learned how the school got
its name. It might very easily have been
named the ‘Gunn School’ but for a very
trivial occurrence. It seems that one day,
when the school was about ten years old,
a young lady, an adopted niece of Mr.
Gunn in fact, was stopped by a stranger
on the Green. When asked where a
certain boy could be found, the young

lady gestured down the hill and said that
the boy in question was at ‘the — er —
well — the ‘Gunnery.’ The name stuck.”
(Korpalski, 128)
Korpalski does not name the exact
source of this revelation, yet it is clear
that these variations on a name all
derive from a universal fondness for our
founder, and his lasting influence on his
students and the community. n
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Heidi Rowe ’79 blocking the part of the name that no longer applied in the fall of
1977, with the re-introduction of coeducation
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Honoring Denise Trevenen, A Community Leader

A Day of Service and Reflection

The Gunnery opened its campus to the community in November
country needs engaged citizens right now,” Matthews said.
A longtime Washington resident and principal at Trevenen
for the annual Town Party, and honored local attorney and
community leader Denise DeVault Trevenen with the 2018 Friend
& Coploff in Washington Depot, Trevenen has dedicated her
of the Green Award. The award is presented annually by The
time and expertise to organizations that support the town and
Gunnery to honor an individual or group that has contributed to
surrounding communities. She is Counsel to the Warren Land
the well-being of the town of Washington through their volunteer
Trust and has been a board member of Steep Rock Association
efforts.
since 2014. She served as a member of
Head of School Peter Becker
the Board of Trustees of Gunn Memorial
welcomed the record crowd of nearly 275
Library & Museum from 2001-2007, and
guests, noting that he had the pleasure
was a board member of the New Milford
of serving with Trevenen on the board
Hospital Community Foundation and
of Washington Montessori School. He
the Washington Citizens’ Scholarship
described her as an “extraordinary person”
Foundation (now the Washington
and an unsung hero in the community,
Scholarship Fund).
   Among her professional affiliations,
who has dedicated her time and expertise
to helping many local organizations
Trevenen is a member of the Connecticut
and individuals in need. “But the way in
Bar Association’s Real Property Section
which she helped you was never looking
and the Litchfield County Bar Association
for recognition. She did it quietly and
and serves on the Board of Directors of
professionally and with love,” Becker said.
CATIC, which provides title insurance
“Friend is a title many people can
services to attorneys, insured lenders
claim when it comes to Denise,” said
and home-buyers, and other members of
Pat Werner P’86 ’87 GP’16, who retired
the real estate community. She and her
Denise Trevenen accepting the 2018 Friend
as Washington Montessori’s Head of
husband, John, have two children, Andrew
of the Green Award from Head of School
School on July 1, 2018, after 43 years
and Sydney.
Peter Becker
with the school. Werner spoke about
After accepting the award from
Trevenen’s dedication and grit, and “the
Becker, Trevenen noted that Washington
really significant role she plays in our community and our lives.”
runs on volunteers. Looking around the room, she said she
Trevenen served as chairman of the Washington Montessori board
recognized the faces of many volunteers who had served the
from 2009 to 2012, and remains an active board member today,
town in one capacity or another. “You are the glue that holds this
although her children have long since graduated from the school.
community together,” she told them. “I am accepting this award
on behalf of every single one of you.”
“She is one of those people who is able to find common
ground among multiple constituencies. That’s a rare thing,” said
“It is a privilege to give back to this town, to a community
Pels Matthews P’18 ’18, Vice President of the Board of Directors
that has given me and my family so much over the years,”
of the Washington Park Foundation (WPF), the nonprofit that
she said. n
oversees The Judy Black Memorial Park and Gardens.
Trevenen is President of the Washington Park Foundation,
Past recipients of the Friend of the Green Award have included: the Lake Waramaug
and one of the “bold originals” who, along with local residents and
Association, accepted by co-presidents Anne Block and Gail Berner (2017); the
business owners Barbara Bouyea, Peter Talbot, Michael Ackerman
Washington Lions Club, accepted by John Quist, president (2016); Sheila Anson,
and the late John Millington, led the transformation of the former
Washington’s Town Clerk and Vice Chairman of the Parks and Recreation
Commission (2015); the Institute of American Indian Studies (2014); JoAnne Torti
Texaco gas station into what is now a landmark community
of the After School Arts Program (2013); The Washington Fire Department and
gathering place. When the project was first proposed, “there was
Washington Town Hall employees, accepted by First Selectman Mark Lyon and Fire
controversy at the start,” Matthews said, but Trevenen “stuck
Chief Mark Showalter (2012); Kirsten Peckerman, Steep Rock Association board
through it.”
member (2011), and Phil and Gretchen Farmer P’05, board members of the Gunn
“She brings a real passion to what she does. I can think of no
Memorial Library and Museum (2010).
one better to be recognized by us as an engaged citizen, and this

In January, The Gunnery joined the
Washington Business Association in
support of “Washington Gives,” an
inaugural day of service commemorating
the life, works and spirit of the Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. The daylong event
brought together local residents, business
owners and non-profit organizations, and
gave students and faculty members an
opportunity to serve others in their own
community.
“We have such a great resource in the
town of Washington and we were grateful
for the opportunity to collaborate with the
Washington business community to make
this event happen,” said Jess Matthews,
Ph.D., Dean of Students. “Our students
had a great day dedicated to learning more
about the life and legacy of Dr. King and
how we can continue his work.”
Max Rhodes ’20 used his calligraphy
skills to create a banner for a mural that
was displayed at The Judy Black Memorial
Park and Gardens. Across the top, he handlettered a quote from Dr. King: “Life’s most
persistent and urgent question is: What are
you doing for others?”
Students answered that question
by painting some 200 ceramic hearts
for “Hearts of Hope,” a nonprofit

Jake Di Girolamo ’19 of the boys varsity
hockey team mentors players from the
Northwestern Connecticut Youth Hockey
Icehawks during a clinic at Linen Rink.

organization that
distributes the healing
artwork to those suffering
from serious illness,
Isabel Martin ’20 and Charles DeVos ’20 writing
trauma and loss, or simply
notes of gratitude to community members
someone who needs
during a Gratitude Workshop
encouragement, gratitude
or love. “I think it’s a great idea that on
Back on campus, students watched
MLK Day everybody goes out on a day of
and discussed Ava DuVernay’s critically
service,” said Drew Sutherland ’21, as he
acclaimed documentary, “13th” which
painted a heart that fit in the palm of his
provides an in-depth look at the
hand, acknowledging that it carried with
prison system in the United States
it a message of hope and caring for the
and how it reveals the nation’s history
person who would eventually receive it.
of racial inequality. Others wrote
At other locations in town, students
letters to legislators, created cards in
helped to collect donations of sheets
various languages for children in need,
and towels for the St. Vincent DePaul
participated in workshops on gratitude
Mission, which operates a homeless
and sustainability, and hosted an afternoon
shelter and soup kitchen in Waterbury,
hockey clinic for local youth.
new toys and fleece blankets for
“We celebrate the Rev. Dr. Martin
Connecticut Children’s Medical Center,
Luther King, Jr. as a man who dedicated
and food for the Washington/Warren
and eventually sacrificed his life to help
Food Bank and Friends in Service Here
the country confront deep patterns
(FISH) in Torrington. Some attended a
of injustice that were both race-based
talk titled, “Refugee? Asylum Seekers?
and economic. That work is not over,”
Undocumented Immigrant? What is
Head of School Peter Becker said. “We
the Real Difference?” by Chris George,
need to keep talking about it, keep
executive director of Integrated Refugee
asking questions about it until we better
and Immigrant Services (IRIS) of New
understand it, and ask what we can do.” n
Haven.

Ali Noeding ’19 with the heart she
painted at the Hearts of Hope workshop
in Washington Depot
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Hartford, while educating audiences and the
next jazz generation.
The decision to move the festival
to Washington from Goshen builds on
the school’s successful collaboration with
Litchfield Performing Arts, the nonprofit
organization that produces both the festival
and Litchfield Jazz Camp, which moved to
The Gunnery in summer 2018. During the
month of July, the dorms were occupied by
up to 125 boarding students each week who

Carmen Staaf

Wycliffe Gordon

participated in workshops, master classes
and jam sessions, and attended weeknight
concerts in the Emerson Performing
Arts Center featuring faculty and student
performances.
“The festival was a result of the
collaborative spirit between our two
organizations,” said Jesse Perkins, a member
of the Performing Arts faculty and director
of The Gunnery’s summer programs. “We
knew that the Litchfield Jazz Camp was
happy to make The Gunnery their home,
and we were pleased to give local and
international students the opportunity to
visit our campus over the summer.”
The sound of jazz will again fill the
campus June 30 through July 28, when the
camp and festival come to The Gunnery.
Organizers said holding both events in the
same location will allow the festival to “keep
up the star quality for which it has become
famous while it begins a transition to a new
location with a more intimate setting and
a closer connection to its teaching arm,
Litchfield Jazz Camp.”
“We’re going to move the whole thing
there and forge an even closer relationship

summer event in the new
concert hall, which will be our
new home.”
Vita West Muir,
Executive Director of

Vita West Muir with pianist and jazz
camper Brandon Goldberg, whose debut
album was released in March

Litchfield Performing Arts

between the festival and the camp,” said Vita
West Muir, Founder and Executive Director
of Litchfield Performing Arts, who plans
to utilize the Thomas S. Perakos Arts and
Community Center for both the festival
and the jazz camp beginning in 2020. “I’m
looking forward to the festival being the first
major summer event in the new concert hall,
which will be our new home,” she said.
This year’s festival will begin on Friday,
July 26 with a Friends of the Festival Gala at
the Judy Black Memorial Park and Gardens
in Washington Depot. The opening night
concert will feature the Litchfield Jazz
Orchestra and vocalist Alexis Cole, winner
of the Jazzmobile and Montreux Jazz Vocal
competitions, backed by artists from the
Litchfield Jazz Camp faculty, including
trumpeters Dave Ballou and Jean Craze,
saxophonists Albert Rivera and Kris Allen,
bassist Avery Sharpe and pianist Julian Shore.
On Saturday, July 27, there will be two
mainstage performances in the afternoon
and evening at the Emerson Performing
Arts Center. The lineup includes: vocal
trio Duchess; five-time Grammy winner
Randy Brecker and the Chad LB Quartet;

a tribute to Herbie Hancock’s masterwork,
“Speak Like a Child,” by award-winning
pianist Carmen Staaf with Don Braden on
alto flute, Dave Ballou on flugelhorn, Jen
Wharton on bass trombone and George
Schuller on drums; and a performance by
guitarist Mike Stern of Blood, Sweat and
Tears fame. He will appear with Danny
Walsh on sax, Edmond Gillmore on bass
and Richie Morales on drums. In the
afternoon, the public is invited to take in the
free OuterFest, with student performances
and artists talks in the Meeting House on
the Green and food, arts and crafts vendors
and family activities, all on the Washington
Green.
The final day of the festival will include
a Jazz Brunch with the Don Braden Sextet
and vocalist Antoinette Montague on Koven
Terrace, followed by an all-headliner show
at the Emerson Performing Arts Center
featuring Wycliffe Gordon, a veteran
member of the Wynton Marsalis Septet, and
an encore performance by the Mike Stern
Band. n
Tickets for the festival are limited. For more
information, visit litchfieldjazzfest.com.
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Mike Stern
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In July, The Gunnery will welcome to
its campus the celebrated Litchfield Jazz
Festival, one of the longest-running jazz
festivals in New England. Now in its 24th
year, the Litchfield Jazz Festival has featured
thousands of the best and brightest jazz
musicians, including Sonny Rollins, Dave
Brubeck, Diana Krall, Wayne Shorter, Tito
Puente and Arturo Sandoval. In the process
it has launched stellar careers, like that of
jazz pianist Brad Mehldau, a native of West

PHOTO: STEVEN SUSSMAN
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Collaboration
Brings Litchfield
Jazz Festival
to Campus

Duchess

festival being the first major
PHOTO: ELLA GOLDBERG
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Randy Brecker
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“I’m looking forward to the
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Progress of Arts and Community Center
Continues
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The view from the stage — current construction phase and architectural rendering
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amaze you to know how many people
have worked and are presently working on
this project, from the design team at the
S/L/A/M Collaborative, the construction
management team, the inspections and
safety team, to the many contractors and
workers. All involved are making this
project a reality that will have lasting
impacts for all who call, and will call, The
Gunnery their home,” Williams said.
As of January 31, The Gunnery had
raised $18.1 million towards the $22
million project and the goal is to finish
the fundraising efforts by June 30, 2019.
There are still several interesting naming
opportunities available. If you would like
to be involved, please contact Kiersten
Marich, Director of Leadership Giving, at
marichk@gunnery.org.
Williams said the project remains
on schedule and some start dates were
actually moving forward, meaning that
some work started earlier than anticipated.
“Yes, you can get excited,” he said. n

The Construction Management class toured the new building on January 25 with Vivian GarciaArnold from O & G, getting a good look at the progress being made. Visual Art Chair Andrew
Richards P’20, center, tagged along to see where his new classroom spaces will be.

We asked faculty members and some students what they are most looking forward to in the new building:
Jesse Perkins of the Performing Arts faculty said he was looking
forward to having performances take place in the new theater,
which will feature state-of-the-art lighting and sound systems. “It
will be an awesome place for those performances, for both the
students and the audience,” he said, adding that he is also looking
forward to working in the new recording studio with students in his
Rock Band and Advanced Jazz Band classes.
Lincoln Turner of the Visual Arts faculty is looking forward to
having “purpose-built spaces” for ceramics, photography, graphic
design, and post-production of photography and video. “I’m
excited equally about all of this,” he said, adding that he hopes
the new space will inspire collaboration between students in
science, the IDEAS Program, music and the arts. “That’s always my
dream,” Turner said.
Andrew Richards P’20, Visual Arts Chair, toured the building this
winter with members of the Construction Management class and
Monte Blaustein, Director of the IDEAS Program. He was able to
walk through the spaces where the painting studio and digital
media lab will soon be. “It’s going to be really nice to have the
arts central to what’s going on on the campus, and it makes a
statement about how important the arts are to what we’re doing
here at The Gunnery,” Richards said.

Sarah Albright, producer for the fall play and the winter musical,
is looking forward to having a new theater that will support the
growth of the Performing Arts program. “The quality of our
shows has gotten better and better and the number of interested
students keeps growing,” she said.
Max Farrar ’21, a member of The Gunnery Drama Society, is
looking forward to having more space backstage and for the
theater sets. “It opens up more possibilities,” Farrar said.
Yoyo Zhang ’22, who plays cello, and Lenaijah Ferguson ’20, who
plays drums in the jazz band, are both looking forward to having
new rooms where they can practice playing their instruments, while
Drew Sutherland ’21, a member of The Gunnery Troubadours,
who also writes music and is a member of the drama society, is
excited about having a theater that will seat the whole school for
performances.
Elizabeth Dayton ’08, Director of Dramatic Arts, has had a bird’seye view of the progress from her apartment in Teddy House.
“Living across from the construction site, I have been able to
witness every stage of the process and I’m most excited to see the
space come alive when my students begin to create and perform
there,” she said.
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Making the Dream
a Reality

Construction of the Thomas S. Perakos Arts
and Community Center continued steadily
through the winter term. By late February, 85
percent of the roof had been made watertight
to prevent rain and snow from getting inside,
including the large flat roof over The Tisch
Family Auditorium, where solar panels will
be installed, and the smaller flat roof over
the academic wing, which will feature five
skylights.
“It is remarkable to see the construction
site span almost the entire southwest corner of
the campus and it’s even more exciting to think
about what it will be when it’s completed in
January 2020,” Head of School Peter Becker
said.
Interior walls were being framed during
the winter, giving definition to specific areas
such as the large instrument rehearsal room,
the ceramics room, and the hallway that runs
along the back side of the theater. “This is the
hall where actors will be able to walk from the
dressing rooms to the backstage area,” Michel
Williams, The Gunnery’s Project Manager and
Director of Safety and Security, noted in one of
his many construction updates, which highlight
important milestones in the project for faculty
and students.
For example, Williams reported that all
of the main utility pathways for the electrical,
plumbing and air handling systems have been
installed, and by mid-February, the exterior
walls had been “closed in,” meaning that the
first layer of material was installed to give the
space a sense of shape and size. The window
openings were also being covered to help
hold in heat as work on the building’s interior
continued. “Though hidden behind walls, in
mechanical or electrical rooms, this work is an
integral part of the numerous building systems
needed to create this exciting new environment
for all who will use this building,” Williams
said.
He credited George Givens, O&G Site
Superintendent, Vivian Garcia-Arnold, O&G’s
Project Manager, and the many contractors
on site “who are making this dream for the
campus become a reality. It would genuinely
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“Young Frankenstein” the Musical,
A Monstrously Good Time

genius as they sang and danced their way from New York to

The Gunnery Drama Society offered audiences a monstrously
good time in presenting the Mel Brooks musical, “Young
Frankenstein” in the Lemcke Theater of the Emerson Performing
Arts Center in March.
The Gunnery production, led by Sean Douglas ’19 as Dr.
Frederick Frankenstein (pronounced ‘Fronk-en-steen’), Sam
Johnson ’19 as the hunchback Igor (pronounced ‘Eye-gore’),
Max Farrar ’21 as the mysterious Frau Blücher, and Katie
Nemergut ’19 as Inga the lab assistant, displayed their comic

The cast featured Alex Zhang ’20 as Dr. Frankenstein’s

Transylvania in this adaptation of the 1974 film by Gene Wilder
and Mel Brooks.
fiancée, Elizabeth Benning; Paul Khrapunov ’21 as the monster;
Travis Powell ’19 as Inspector Hans Kemp, who comes to the
castle to investigate after the monster goes on a rampage; John
Crabtree ’19 as the blind hermit the monster encounters following
his escape; Drew Sutherland ’21 as Dr. Frankenstein’s ghostly
grandfather, Dr. Victor Von Frankenstein; and Harry Sutton ’20
as the village idiot.
The ensemble cast included: Aurora Aviles ’20, Kyra Briggs ’22,

Sheridan Curry ’22, Isabel Martin ’20, Joyce McFarland ’20,
Emma Smith ’22, Maggie Xiang ’21 and Yolanda Wang ’21.
This production also featured guest appearances by Barbora
Barancikova ’19, Gwendolyn Brown ’20, Andrew Byrne-King
’20, Juliette Gaggini ’20 and Rain Ji ’19.
The play was directed by Elizabeth Dayton ’08, Director
of Dramatic Arts, with producer Sarah Albright, music director
Sarah Fay, set design by Al Chiappetta of Sherman Playhouse,
and costumes by Terry Hawley P’08. The stage crew included
Allie Bruck ’22, Charles DeVos ’20, Acadia Johnson ’21, Hailey
Lovallo ’21, Kate O’Farrell ’22 and Keven O’Farrell ’22. Cody
Moore ’19 played in the pit band.

Students who performed in this
year’s winter musical, “Young
Frankenstein,” by Mel Brooks, were
among the first to work with The
Gunnery’s new Music Director,
Sarah Fay.
Fay earned her bachelor’s
degree in music from Boston
University and a master’s degree
in education from Western
Sarah Fay
Connecticut State University
in Danbury. Over the past two
decades, Fay has served as the musical director for more than
30 musicals, from “Ain’t Misbehavin’” to “You’re a Good Man,
Charlie Brown.” She has directed musicals at Connecticut
theater companies, including Brookfield Theater for the Arts,
Musicals at Richter, and Danbury Area Repertory Theater, as
well as at Fox Lane High School and Fox Lane Middle School
in Bedford, New York, where she also served as the choral
director for six choirs from 1988 to 2018.
Fay joined The Gunnery in November and spent the
winter term teaching the music for “Young Frankenstein” to
all of the students involved in the production. She also put
together a pit orchestra, including violin, clarinet, saxophone,
trumpet, trombone and keyboards, which accompanied the
performers.
A keyboard specialist, Fay plays piano and organ and is
fluent in many musical styles, including baroque, classical, rock
and pop. She is a founding member of the quartet, “ensemble
earlybird,” which specializes in Renaissance music and has
performed at venues ranging from Yale University’s Battell
Chapel to St. John’s Episcopal Church in Washington to inside
the iconic tunnel at Steep Rock.
As a teenager, Fay was a vocalist in the Tanglewood
Young Artist Program and performed with the Tanglewood
Festival Chorus under the direction of the legendary Leonard
Bernstein and Seiji Ozawa. She was one of 12 vocalists
selected to perform at the Vancouver Early Music Festival in
2009. In 2012, she graduated from the Summerterm Choral
Conducting Institute at the University of Hartford’s Hartt
School of Music, and in 2016, she completed an advanced
study of music curriculum at the Hartt School’s Kodaly Institute.
For the past decade, Fay has served as the organist and
cantor at St. Joseph Church in Brookfield and she is currently
the music director, organist and choir director for the First
Congregational Church in New Milford, where she lives with
her husband, Chris. The couple met, not surprisingly, through
their involvement in a community theater production. They
have three children, Kaitlyn, Melanie and Daniel.
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The annual Holiday Concert was a
joyful celebration of the season, featuring
performances by The Gunnery Troubadours,
Chamber Ensemble, Ukulele Ensemble, The
Highlander Ringers, Advanced Jazz Band and
two Rock Bands. Parents, alumni and friends
joined students and faculty for the festive
all-school event, held December 11 in the
Meeting House on the Green.
The eclectic program ranged from the
traditional to the contemporary, as the jazz
and rock bands performed hits by the Brian
Setzer Orchestra, Stevie Wonder, Mariah
Carey, Led Zeppelin and Queen. In keeping
with tradition, the concert closed with an
all-school performance of “The Twelve Days
of Christmas,” which required full audience
participation and featured lyric cues provided
by students, alumni, and faculty children.
To watch the holiday concert visit
bit.ly/GunneryHolidayConcert2018Vid.
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Students Honored at
Connecticut Scholastic 		
Art Awards
Artwork by three Gunnery students, Jean Fang ’19,
Maddy Stewart ’20 and Julian Morris ’22, was selected
for inclusion in the 28th annual Connecticut Scholastic
Art Awards, the largest juried student art exhibition in
the state and an affiliate of the National Scholastic Art
Awards.
The program recognizes the work of talented
young artists in grades 7 to 12. Student artwork is juried
“School” by Jean Fang ’19
by professional artists and university art faculty and is
selected on merit for inclusion in the statewide art exhibition at Hartford Art School, the University of Hartford. Beyond the honor of
being selected, students are eligible to receive Gold or Silver Keys and Honorable Mention Awards in each of 17 media categories.
Fang, who is a student in AP Studio Art, received a Silver Key Award for her painting titled “School.” Two of Morris’ hand-blown
glass pieces were selected in the ceramics and glass category, “Glass Feathered Vase,” for which he received a Silver Key Award, and
“Glass Vase with Flowers,” which earned an Honorable Mention. Stewart had four photographs selected for the exhibit. n

“Selected Work” by Lincoln Hale Turner
A reception for a new exhibit by Lincoln Hale Turner of the Visual Arts faculty will be held
on Friday, April 19, from 5 to 6:30 p.m. in the Tisch Family Library. The event coincides
with Spring Family Day and families are welcome to attend.
“Selected Work” pairs photography from several different series with mixed media
pieces and new paintings — a medium that Turner only took up in 2015 — and reflects his
interest in landscape, still life and portraiture, including historical photos.
Turner holds a bachelor’s degree in photography and film production from Ithaca
College. He earned his MFA in photography from the San Francisco Art Institute, and was
self-taught when he began exploring his craft in his sophomore year at Pomfret School.
“The catalyst for most of my work is photography,” he said. As an artist, he specializes
in 19th century printing processes, and his kallitype, cyanotype, platinum and gelatin
silver prints feature prominently in the show, his first in three years. One work from his
series, “Heirloom,” is included in the permanent collection of the New Britain Museum of
American Art. Four additional works from the series are featured in the library show. One
“Calla Lily I” by Lincoln Hale Turner
titled, “And Wife,” shows a photograph of a man and woman, labeled “Caldwell Titus and
Wife,” broken into six pieces with a handwritten note at the bottom: “This photograph has been sitting on my desk for months. It is a
good reminder of how far we have come when the headline in today’s paper reads, ‘Nineteenth Amendment Passes in the Senate.’ Yet I
still wonder about her and why, with a simple notation, she was exiled into anonymity.”
“Heirloom” was inspired by a found historical postcard featuring a photograph of a group of people. Over the head of one ghostly
female figure, someone had written “ME” with an arrow pointing to the woman. The back of the postcard had never been written on.
“For years I had this picture,” Turner said. Then he found a second historical photo with an image of a woman, and he linked the two,
weaving a story with additional images, all based on a fictional character he named for his real-life great-grandmother, Hattie Taylor. All
of the images in the “Heirloom” series are part of her story, which is told in greater detail in a companion book by the same title.
“Selected Work” will remain on view through the end of the spring term. For more information or to register for the reception,
please contact Jessica Baker, Associate Director of Alumni & Parent Engagement, at bakerj@gunnery.org. n
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Joyful Celebration
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The Gunnery Wins Christmas Classic in Back-to-Back Seasons
PHOTOS: CAM ANDREWS
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The Gunnery Boys Varsity Hockey team won the 36th annual
Avon Old Farms Christmas Hockey Classic, held December
13-15 at Avon Old Farms 3-0-1. It was the first time in school
history that The Gunnery won the tournament in back-to-back
seasons. Goalie JP Mella ’19, who was named MVP of the 2017
tournament, made all 18 saves as he posted a shutout in the
championship game.
As the tournament began, The Gunnery was placed in a
four-team bracket with Trinity-Pawling School, Kent School and
Loomis Chaffee. Each round-robin game was composed of two
25-minute halves with a five-minute overtime period followed by
a shootout if needed. The Highlanders won the first game, 4-3,
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Riley Brennan ’19 holds up the trophy as his teammates rush in to
celebrate after winning the Avon Old Farms Christmas Classic for
the second year in a row.

against Trinity-Pawling, with goals by Alex Jefferies ’20, Jimmy
Rayhill ’20, Ryan Trom ’19 and Riley Brennan ’19 and assists by
Robert Cronin ’19, David Andreychuk ’20 and Jake Di Girolamo
’19. Mella came up big in goal as he made 19 of 22 saves.
The second day of the tournament, The Gunnery faced Kent
School. Mark D’Agostino ’20, Cronin and Brennan each scored
goals. The five-minute overtime period was not enough for either
team to win, so the game ended in a tie per New England Prep
School rules. For tournament play, a shootout decided the winner.
Jefferies buried a shot and Mella came up big and made three
saves. The Gunnery stole the game with a final score of 4-3.
The Highlanders had a quick turnaround, playing their third
and final round-robin game the same day against Loomis Chaffee.
With goals by Trom and Jefferies, the score was tied 2-2 as
regulation play ended and The Gunnery faced its second overtime
game of the day. The Highlanders caught a 2-on-1 break down
the wing as Jefferies scored and The Gunnery won 3-2. Goalie
Carmine Andranovich ’20 made 13 out of 15 saves.
The following day, The Gunnery played for the first time in
back-to-back championship games, having come out of the 2017
Christmas Classic with a double-overtime win over Kent. This
year, facing off against St. Paul’s, The Gunnery controlled the
pace right from the start and just a few minutes into the game,
Alex Coady ’19 made a beautiful play to Trom, who drove the
puck home to give The Gunnery a 1-0 lead. The next goal came
late in the second half as Jefferies ripped a puck past St. Paul’s
goalie, giving The Gunnery a 2-0 lead. The game ended 2-0 as
The Gunnery outshot St. Paul’s 48-18. n

The four schools that founded the New
England Independent School EightPlayer Football initiative — The Gunnery,
Millbrook School, Pomfret School, and
Forman School — have announced plans
to further expand the league for the 2019
season.
In fall 2019, the initiative will
welcome teams from the DwightEnglewood School of Englewood, New
Jersey, and three schools in Maine:
Kents Hill School of Readfield, Hebron
Academy of Hebron, and the Hyde School
of Bath, Maine.
This is the second expansion
announced since the initiative began
four years ago. During the 2018 season,
the league welcomed two new teams
from Perkiomen School in Pennsburg,
Pennsylvania, and Holderness School

near Plymouth, New Hampshire. With
the 2019 expansion, the 10 schools are
planning to create Northern and Southern
divisions, with the winner of each division
playing in a season-ending championship
game, and the second through fifth place
teams within each division squaring off in
intra-division, season-ending games.
“The purpose of this initiative was
to provide independent school students
with a full-contact football option that
celebrates the original spirit and intent
of independent school sports,” said Mike
Marich, Athletic Director. “By introducing
eight-player football to New England,

“It more closely resembles sport at

the schools hoped to bring a viable,

independent high schools prior to the

sustainable, and mission-appropriate

advent of specialization and professional

version of the sport to their athletic

athletic advisors. The initiative has

offerings.”

thrived because of the enthusiasm of the

“Eight-player football focuses on

coaches and players involved, and will

student experience and access to all

continue to be driven by the age-old desire

comers and provides a counterpoint to

for adolescents to have fun, learn, and

the win-at-all-cost athletic culture that

compete, both individually and as part of a

pervades society,” Marich said, adding,

team.” n
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This May, as they have for 59 years,
schools from around the Northeast
will once again gather on the waters of
Lake Waramaug to compete in the 60th
Founder’s Day Regatta. The event will
be held Sunday, May 5, 2019 at Lake
Waramaug State Park in Kent.
“Six decades after it began, Founder’s
Day continues to be an outstanding day
of competition and sportsmanship, as well
as a celebration of our student athletes
and the sport of rowing,” Boys Head
Coach Lincoln Turner said. “Perhaps
most importantly, it is a celebration of
The Gunnery community, without whose
support this event could not happen.
Dozens of Gunnery students, faculty
members, parents, and visiting coaches
generously volunteer their time to ensure
that the regatta runs smoothly, efficiently
and most of all safely.”
Founder’s Day began in 1959
when Katherine Conroy of Washington
bestowed upon the school’s longtime crew
coach Rod Beebe a gift of $5,000 and
a large sterling silver trophy, originally
called the Founder’s Cup. In the inaugural

race, 60 boys from The Gunnery, Choate
and Haverford raced over a three-quartermile course on the New Preston side of
Lake Waramaug, and The Gunnery won
the cup.
With the advent of coeducation
at The Gunnery in 1978, girls teams
participated in the regatta for the first
time, rowing a 1,000-meter course. That
same year, the race course was moved
from the New Preston side of the lake
to Lake Waramaug State Park, and the
regatta expanded to include teams from
eight schools.
By its 50th anniversary year,
Founder’s Day had become the largest
one-day youth fours regatta in New
England, drawing more than 1,400 rowers
who competed on behalf of some two

dozen high school and boat club teams
from Connecticut, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, Ohio and Rhode
Island.
Last year, Gunnery Crew proudly
celebrated 70 years of boys rowing and 40
years of girls rowing. This year, the school
is celebrating 60 years of Founder’s Day,
the second longest-running high school
regatta in New England after the NEIRA
Championship.
“As we look back and reflect on
60 years of this event, it is especially
important to acknowledge the great
leadership and commitment of Coach
Beebe, whose dedication to the sport of
rowing, The Gunnery and our extended
community paved the way for generations
of young men and women to participate
in the tradition of Founder’s Day,” Turner
said. “We hope to have many of our
alumni, students, faculty and friends join
us at Lake Waramaug for this special
celebration.”
For more information about this year’s
regatta, visit Gunnery.org/FoundersDay. n
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who have verbal commitments or signed NLIs to play on college teams in the fall. We wish all of our studentathletes luck as they continue to excel in their sports and take their game to the next level.

Congratulations to the following Gunnery seniors
T H E G U N N E RY B U L L E T I N
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Katie Broccoli ’1
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June 30- July 5,
July 7-12,
and July 14-19

Rowing Camp offers athletes a fun and
positive environment in which to develop
their rowing skills. Three one-week sessions
run in June and July for rowers of all skill levels.
It’s a safe and nurturing environment, and a
program that introduces young athletes to
the sport of rowing, helps intermediate rowers
improve their skills, and assists advanced
rowers in refining their training and technique
to improve performance. (Coed, day camp with
overnight options, entering grades 7-12)

Founded in 1997, Litchfield Jazz Camp now serves
70-150 residential and day students each
week for one to four-week sessions on The Gunnery
campus. Run by Litchfield Performing Arts, a
charitable organization dedicated to changing lives
through music, the camp philosophy is simple: We
start with a faculty of amazing and inspiring jazz
musicians; to that we add eager music students
in a non-competitive program. (Coed, day and
residential campers, ages 12-17)

T H E G U N N E RY B U L L E T I N

August 4-9
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2019

June 30-July 26

Offered by Dutch Total Soccer, this full-day
camp provides a high-level training program in
combination with the overnight experience of
a soccer camp within a private school setting.
Players will be challenged to think about the
game and encouraged to develop all skills in
game situations, improving greatly in a short
period of time. The camp is led by DTS staff, all
of whom have KNVB and UEFA licenses.
(Coed, day and residential campers, ages 9-16)

The Gunnery’s Summer Robotics Camp will
be offered for two one-week sessions in June
and July. Students will work as a team to
design and build a task-based robot. They will
learn how to develop a concept, select and
make components, wire the control system,
program the device, and then test their
product. (Coed, day camp with overnight
options, entering grades 7-12)

Enjoy summer 2019
at The Gunnery!
This year we are proud to
offer rowing, robotics and
soccer programs. All
programs, led by
accomplished, dedicated,
and energetic counselors,
provide campers with a
learning environment that
will encourage growth and
enjoyment.
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ALUMNI EVENTS

Celebrating the Holidays with The Gunnery
The Alumni & Development Office hosted three festive events in December, welcoming alumni, parents and
friends in Washington, D.C., New York City and Boston. The holiday gatherings provided a great opportunity for
Highlanders to reconnect and catch up on news from campus.

An evening reception was held December 6 at the Harvard Club of Boston at Back Bay, where guests included (front row): Aaron Levy ’12, Christian
Bianchi ’08, Tara James, Aaron Townsend ’04, Jill Pengue P’19, Mark Dibble ’79, Jackie Hagopian ’13, Julia Reid ’15, Kathleen Songco ’13, Mallory
Farmer ’05, Anne Matthews, Whit Matthews ’98 and Jack Reynolds ’68; (back row): Jay Bauer ’08, Michael Bates ’65, Mike Pengue P’19, Peter Weiden
’73, Vicki Weiden, Mike O’Brien ’07, Scott Wynn ’79, Tom Meek ’81, Darrion Bunce ’14, Nick Bianchi ’07, Steve Horan ’80, Pat Brennan ’08, Bobby
Hooper ’14, Bob Bellinger ’73 and Peter Becker.

Alumni Hockey Game
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On December 5, alumni gathered at The New York Athletic Club in New York City, made available through the courtesy of Altan Sadik-Khan ’06.
The gathering included (first row): Peter Becker, Frannie Hall ’10, Bob Savarese ’68, Brian Saltzman ’84, Stacey Nelkin P’20, Lauren Reich ’10, Minhee
Seol-Park P’17, Peter Bergen ’84, Mickey Alderman ’54, Casey Cullen ’14, Darby MacKay ’12, Sarah Shulman ’12, Kristy Ku, Zach Larson ’12, Josh
Vidro ’06, Omar Slowe ’97 and Christian Bianchi ’08; (second row): Luke Cheever ’09, Will Sutherland ’09, Jonathan Waechter ’82, Bug Sutton (wife of
Peter Sutton ’68), Krissy Muncan, Mark Kessenich ’11, Sophie Bickley ’10, Mark Naghsh P’17, Gerrit Vreeland ’61, Alex Harrow ’06, James Estreich ’06,
Stuart Orfuss ’10, Jack Cullen ’12, Joseph Solosky ’04, Kate Rossi P’19, Erica Solosky, Chimie Pemba P’20, Jesse Terry ’97, Paul McManus ’87 P’21 and
Phil Dutton ’81; (back row): Warren Schiele ’84, Leif Wigren ’82, Marco Greenberg P’20, Peter Sutton ’68, Andy Powers ’11, John Fisher ’54, Macaulay
Bogdanovics ’09, Josh Feil ’98, Bill McManus ’91, Altan Sadik-Khan ’06 and Clai White ’06.

(see story, back cover). Some alumni participated in the game for the
first time, and for others, the event represented their first time back
on campus since graduation. Keith Dupee ’96 not only participated,
he was in attendance as Head Coach of The Lawrenceville School
Boys Varsity Hockey Team, which played The Gunnery later that
afternoon. The Highlanders won 6-4.

Front row (left to right): Caitlin Barnes ’02, Bill Boguniecki ’90, Bart McMann, Keith Dupee ’96, Warren Schiele ’84,
Joanne Caldara, Senior Master Ed Small, Shane Gorman ’10, Joe Fiori ’10, Katlyn Paiva ’14, Morgan Dow ’16
Back row (left to right): Jamie Goldsmith, Head Coach, Girls Varsity Hockey, Kate McMann ’05, Charley Kellogg ’84,
Jack McIntosh ’92, Marty Driend ’00, Josh Johnston ’09, David Yates ’92, Morgen Fisher ’03, Desiree Casian ’06,
Kyle Roberts ’05, Jennie Archer ’11, Bill McMann, Cassidy Marang ’08, Jim Balben, Eli Dorf ’19 and Drew Hyland ’19
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Alumni gathered December 4 at The Metropolitan Club in Washington, D.C., made available through the courtesy of David Roberts and Patrick
Dorton ’86. In attendance were (left to right): Peter Becker, Matt Cheney ’93, Susan Trinter, Jackson Stolar ’11 , Peter Slone ’73 P’11, Dawson Hunter
’00, Dick Tager ’56, Matt Vredenburgh ’04, Katie Lyons ’83, Doug Francis ’82, Leonard Auchincloss ’84, Xavier Parkmond ’11, Sam Joslin ’16, Anthony
Cochrane ’18, Elle Sutherland ’12, Patrick Dorton ’86, Ian Riley ’13 and Alec Cornell ’14.

Alumni representing the Class of 1984 through the Class of 2016
returned to campus on February 9 to play in the annual Alumni
Hockey Game at Linen Rink. Alumni came from as far away as Maine
and South Carolina for the event, which featured two coed teams
competing in two 20-minute periods, and the dedication of a jersey in
honor of former teacher, coach and Athletic Director Hugh Caldara
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The Gunnery Founders Society 		
Annual Dinner
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Clive Walcott P’19, Wanji Walcott P’19, Board of Trustees, and
Dr. Jessica Matthews, Dean of Students
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Frances Bretter P’88

Kathy King, Tom King ’60 and Kiersten Marich,
Director of Leadership Giving

Peter Becker, Head of School, with Michael Eanes H’90 P’90 GP’20,
Former Head of School, and Lisa Matthews ’80, Former Trustee

Cynthia Urda Kassis P’19, Secretary, Board of
Trustees, and Marco Greenberg P’20

Julie Sacks and Former Trustee Rebecca
Weisberg ’90

Spencer Houldin ’87

Steve Baird ’68, Former Chairman, Board of Trustees, with Gunn Society members Amelie
Neubert ’19, Belle Crocco ’19 and Hannah Rossi ’19, and Peter Becker, Head of School

Patrick Dorton ’86, Vice Chairman, and Gerrit Vreeland ’61,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Russ Adams ’83

Former Trustee John Greenwood ’71 with Sally Beatty P’19 and
Bill Beatty P’19
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The Gunnery Founders Society Dinner, a special event to honor our school’s leading
supporters, was held January 23 in New York City. The event is held annually to
recognize and thank members of the Founders Society for the opportunities they
create for Gunnery students and faculty through their generosity and support.
Alumni whose annual gifts to The Gunnery Fund
exceed $1,850 during the fiscal year are considered
members of The Founders Society.
This year’s dinner was made possible through
the courtesy of Leo Bretter ’52 P’88 and Frances
Bretter P’88 and included student leaders representing the Gunn Society, which seeks
to forge connections between current students and alumni, and prepare students for
their future roles as ambassadors for The Gunnery. Thank you to all who attended,
including Gunn Society members Hannah Rossi ’19, President; Amelie Neubert ’19,
co-Treasurer; Belle Crocco ’19, Vice President; Gwen Brown ’20, Secretary; and
Isabel Martin ’20, co-Treasurer.
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At Home on the Water
PHOTO: MARTINEZ STUDIO
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Kris Matthews ’99 has a job that many would consider “the
dream.” As a sailboat captain and project manager for Interlodge
Racing, he travels around the world four to six months out of the
year sailing as part of a 15-man crew aboard a custom-made,
52-foot, multimillion-dollar boat that’s built to move at up to
28 knots. What started as a six-month “break” after completing a
competitive and intense undergraduate degree in business from
Babson College has turned into a career that Matthews truly loves.
Matthews came to The Gunnery as a freshman after deciding
it was the right fit for him. He looked at a few other boarding
schools but the fact that his father, Dean Matthews ’56 P’98 ’99,
was a Gunnery alumnus, and that his older brother Whit
Matthews ’98, was a student at The Gunnery when he applied,
helped make the decision easier for him. “I spent a lot of time at
The Gunnery,” said Matthews. “It already felt like home to me.”
Matthews played hockey while he was at The Gunnery but he
also got involved in crew.
“One of my most memorable Gunnery moments was winning
the Head of the Charles during my senior year,” Matthews
reflected. “I also really loved the School Walk. Whit and I had
heard about the School Walk from when my dad was at The
Gunnery. It was really cool to us that these traditions carried
through to our time there.”

Matthews credits his success at Babson to his time at The
Gunnery. “The ability to be out on your own and out of your
parents’ nucleus at a young age taught me to be independent and
self-sufficient,” said Matthews. “My advisor, Julia Alling ’81 P’19,
was a huge asset to me during my time at The Gunnery. She
helped steer me down the right path by presenting me with
options and letting me make my own choices instead of forcing
decisions upon me.” Matthews is still in touch with Alling today.
Matthews was involved in sailing as a kid, and the summer
before he went to Babson he started sailing at home again. During
the course of his time at Babson, he got very involved with sailing

PHOTO: JAMES REGAL
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Passion for Sailing Leads to the Dream Career for Kris Matthews ’99

on a semi-professional basis. He would travel to work on boats
Every time a boat moves, it’s a minimum of two to three weeks
and in regattas.
plus any maintenance that the boat needs.
“The passion for sailing is what drew me to it,” noted
Beyond managing the boats, Matthews also must provide
Matthews. “Initially, I was able to pick the projects and jobs I
transportation and secure housing for the 15-person crew and
wanted. For the past 12 years, I’ve been
an additional five-person support staff,
working with Interlodge Racing and it has
including the coach, sailmaker, chef, and
been an amazing experience.”
two hires who handle the support boat.
Don’t get wrapped up
Not only is Matthews the captain
This is sometimes tricky, especially when
in having to take the
of the race boats, but he manages all
they’re traveling internationally.
path
that
everyone
“We bring in people from around the
of the logistics. Interlodge Racing has
three racing boats, each with its own
world to sail the boats,” says Matthews.
thinks you need to. Take
support/coach boat and onshore support
“They are from Italy, New Zealand, Spain,
time off to travel and
containers that are currently in Florida,
Australia and the United States. Everyone
explore, whether it’s
San Diego and Spain. For 2019, they will
that sails on the boat trains for it, has a lot
after you graduate from
race in Southern California from February
of experience, and it’s their career.”
through April. They will spend the
One member of the crew is Matthews’
The Gunnery or after
summer between Newport, Rhode Island,
wife, Jamie. She builds all of the rope
college. Give yourself
and Europe, and in the fall they will return
rigging for the boats and she has been
that opportunity.
to Southern California and Florida.
sailing since she was a child. Jamie and
Moving the boats is one of the biggest
Matthews grew up sailing together
challenges for Matthews. It takes four
and then their paths diverged with her
semitrucks, plus their own pickup trucks to move the equipment.
attending St. George’s before matriculating at Connecticut
College. They ran into each other racing in Europe after college
and “the rest is history.” They have two children, Jackson, who
is (almost) 3 years old, and Ryan, who was born on December 9,
2018.
About being a parent, Matthews notes: “It’s the coolest thing
I’ve ever done. It puts life in a completely different perspective
and I wish I did it sooner.” Jamie, Jackson and Ryan are able to
be with him for more than half of the events throughout the year,
which makes it easier to travel as much as he does.
When asked what advice he has for current Gunnery students
or recent graduates, Matthews said, “Don’t get wrapped up in
having to take the path that everyone thinks you need to. Take
time off to travel and explore, whether it’s after you graduate from
The Gunnery or after college. Give yourself that opportunity. I
think it’s important for people to take a step back and figure out
where they want to go next; it helped define my whole career.”
Matthews also thinks that Gunnery students should take
advantage of the teachers and the alumni network. “As a Gunnery
graduate, you’re allowed access to all of these incredible people for
advice, referrals and even employment,” said Matthews.
As of February, in their first event of the racing season,
Interlodge Racing won seven out of eight races, and Matthews
drove the boat for the first time ever, which he said was “an
amazing experience.” You can follow along with their racing
Matthews and his wife, Jamie, their son, Jackson, who
season on Instagram at @interlodgeracing or on Facebook at
is almost 3, and daughter Ryan, born in December
Interlodge Sailing Team. n
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Samantha
Walther ’14
Talks About
Life Inside
and Beyond
the Net
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amantha Walther ’14 isn’t one to shy away from challenges.
Whether she is staring down an opponent on the ice as a goalie
for a professional women’s ice hockey team, coaching college
hockey, digging into Middle Eastern politics, or tackling the
stigma of mental health issues, for Walther, it’s game on.
At 22, the Maryland native has already accomplished so much
— and she doesn’t show any signs of slowing her pace. In addition
to her current role as an Assistant Coach for the Women’s Ice
Hockey Team at Nichols College in Dudley, Massachusetts,
Walther is the Program Coordinator at the Institute for Women’s
Leadership at Nichols. She is an ambassador for The Goalie
Guild’s “Lift the Mask” initiative, which allows her to assist
hockey goalies of all ages with mental health issues, and she is
pursuing her master’s degree in counterterrorism, with the goal of
pursuing a career in international relations, or even with the FBI.

A Great Class
“It’s clear that I have a lot of different passions,” said Walther, who
graduated from Hamilton College in May 2018 as a two-time
All-American and NESCAC All-Academic honoree. In June, she
and fellow Gunnery alumna Sarah Hughson ’14, who is also

her best friend, signed with the Connecticut Whale, the National
Women’s Hockey League team based in Stamford.
They were joined a week later by yet another classmate,
Kayla Meneghin ’14, on a roster that also included Jamie
Goldsmith, Head Coach of The Gunnery Girls Varsity Hockey
Team, who has played for two seasons with the Whale. Asked how
their NWHL teammates responded to having this contingent of
Highlanders in their midst, Walther said: “They’ll joke around
about the Gunn squad and all of that. There are a lot of prep
school girls on the team who know the school. They think it’s
funny for sure. It definitely shows we had a great class.”
As juniors and seniors, Walther, Hughson and Meneghin
were teammates on The Gunnery Girls Varsity Hockey Team
that won back-to-back New England Championships in 2013
and 2014 coached by Hugh Caldara and Kate McMann ’05 (see
related story, back cover). “That was awesome,” Walther said.
“We watch the videos of our celebration all the time. That was
definitely a highlight.”
Walther and Hughson met as freshmen, and roommates, at
The Gunnery, “We’ve been best friends ever since,” Walther said,
laughing at one particular memory: “Sarah and I would sled down

the stairs of the dining hall — inside — out through the door. ”
Walther loved going to the PO and generally “the whole vibe
of being on a campus that was home.” She also recalled being a
freshman in Ed Small’s math class. “All I cared about was being a
hockey player. He called me out in the middle of class, in front of
everyone, and said, ‘You have to be more than an athlete. There
has to be more to you than that.’” It was something that changed
her life, maybe not in that moment, but it made an impact. “I
thanked him for it on graduation day,” she said.
Her experiences at The Gunnery have helped her to
overcome obstacles in her adult life. “My parents and I talk about
this all the time, how independent The Gunnery made me, not
Left to right: Amanda Sabia ’16, Samantha Walther ’14 and Sarah
just in my life but in my thinking. I’m OK stepping in and being a
Hughson ’14 with Assistant Coach Hugh Caldara after winning the
leader when I think something is not right,” Walther said, noting
NEPSAC Championship in 2014
that she recognizes this same quality in the players she coaches at
Nichols. “I can pick out my players that
government and comparative politics
went to prep school. They’re the leaders.
when something clicked. She began
They have more maturity, they’re the ones
My parents and I talk
studying Middle East politics, Islamic
who will speak up in a difficult situation,
studies, and Arabic. “That’s where I found
about this all the time,
and it’s really important to have that skill
my interest,” she said. “The Middle East
and to have that confidence.”
how independent
is a very different world, and the Arab
The Gunnery made me,
culture is very intriguing to me. There’s
A Different World
not just in my life but in
a lot of human rights issues around the
As a freshman at Hamilton, Walther
world, but for me, I’ve really found a
my thinking.
initially planned to major in neuroscience
passion for addressing the human rights in
and continue on to medical school,
that part of the world.”
but after seeing the grade on her first
She chose to major in government,
biology exam, she decided to forge a
and traveled to Sweden her junior year as part of a small research
different path. She was taking courses in international relations,
team that included two of her professors and a judge from the
“mental health court” in Utica, New York. “We were doing
first-hand research on how the criminal justice system in Sweden
differs from the United States,” she said, explaining that after
touring prisons in Sweden and the U.S., and conducting faceto-face interviews with prisoners, prison guards, judges, even
members of Parliament in Sweden, the team drafted a proposal
on how to improve the criminal justice system in the City of Utica
and Oneida County, New York. Walther’s hope was that they
could enact real change. “We can start small,” she said. “We can
start in our community, our county, and make some impact there.”
Last spring, around the same time that Walther and Hughson
signed with the Whale, they both began looking for coaching jobs.
Mike O’Grady, Head Coach for Women’s Ice Hockey at Nichols,
was looking for an assistant coach who also had experience as a
goalie. It seemed like a perfect fit, so Walther emailed him. “He
called 10 minutes later and offered me the job. It happened that
Walther making a save during the New Year’s tournament at
quickly,” she recalled.
Phillip Exeter Academy her junior year
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While she was really happy to be part
acknowledging that many athletes may
of the Connecticut Whale for the 2018struggle with anxieties but this is especially
A lot of my job is
2019 season, in January, Walther made
true of hockey goalies, many of whom
the decision to end her NWHL contract.
stopping them in the
cope with self-blame, confidence issues
She is now focusing on her dual roles at
and performance anxiety.
middle of practice when
Nichols, and hasn’t hung up her skates just
When she is not playing or coaching
they’re struggling and
yet. She plays for the Worcester Blades, a
hockey, or planning events for the
saying, ‘Hey, what’s
professional women’s ice hockey team in
Institute for Women’s Leadership at
the Canadian Women’s Hockey League
Nichols, including a campus-wide photo
going on in your head
that is based in Worcester, Massachusetts.
installation in honor of Women’s History
right now? What do you
Her home in Rhode Island is close to
Month in March, Walthers spends time
need
me
to
do?’
the Fidelity Bank Worcester Ice Center,
with her fiancée, Jordan Kraabel, a
Nichols College and the June Rockwell
Minnesota native and full-time referee
Levy Rink in Harrisville, Rhode Island,
for Division I men’s and women’s hockey
home of the Nichols College ice hockey teams.		
games and professional hockey games. The couple met while
So far, Walther has had a great experience as an assistant
working at a summer camp in Maine, where Kraabel was a hockey
coach, and the team had a great year. They ended the regular
coach. “We’re always in a rink,” Walther said. “Pretty much all we
season with a record of 14-8-3 and finished in second place in
do is hockey.”
the Colonial Hockey Conference. Walthers credits O’Grady
They are thinking about a New Year’s Eve wedding in 2020,
with turning the program around. Two years ago, the team had a
after Walther completes her master’s degree, but she isn’t one to
record of 1-22. Last year, which was O’Grady’s first year as Head
look too far into the future. “I don’t know what I want to do long
Coach, they were 12-12-1, and won their first playoff game in
term. I don’t know if I want to be coaching or with the FBI, but I
school history.
think no matter what, it’s important to have a human connection
Goaltending is one of her priorities as an assistant coach.
throughout my workday. That’s just something I’ve been
Asked what makes a great goalie, she said: “Confidence. And just
realizing,” Walther said. “When the girls come in [to practice],
being endlessly competitive; just battling for every little puck.
they need someone to talk to about school or whatever is going on
Those are the two things that I strive for my goalies to have
in their lives. I just love being around my teammates.” n
on a consistent basis. A lot of my job is
stopping them in the middle of practice
when they’re struggling and saying, ‘Hey,
what’s going on in your head right now?
What do you need me to do?’ So much of
it is mental and that’s why I love the ‘Lift
the Mask’ program. You can have the most
skill in the world and if you don’t believe
you can stop the puck, it’s going to go into
the net.”
Walther struggled with depression
as a student at The Gunnery, and on the
ice at Hamilton. She is taking what she
learned from her own experience and
passing it along to the female athletes
she works with as part of the nonprofit
organization. “It is a personal thing I
care about because I have struggled and
I don’t want others to struggle,” she said,
Minding the net for Hamilton, where she was the all-time leader in goals against average
(GAA) (1.40), save percentage (.948), and shutouts (26).

Drop us a line and tell us your
news! Submit class notes to
clementj@gunnery.org or fill out the

Class Notes

form at Gunnery.org/notes.
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1957

“Our 75th reunion was great,” said John
Speaks. “We managed to have two-thirds
of our class, Ed Sheppard and myself,
attending. Sorry that Hugh Cobrain could
not make it.”

1950
Ogden D. Miller, Jr. now has two great-

grandchildren: Scarlett, age 3, who
lives in Chattanooga, and her brother,
Connett, born in September. They are
the grandchildren of his daughter Anne
Miller Leonard ’84. “My grandson,
Matthew Miller, will graduate in May from
USC. My grandson, Dayton Miller, is
at the University of Arkansas. My stepgrandson, Louis, is in college in Montreal.
In December we took a cruise in New
Zealand.”

1952
Harry Oppenheim sent us this note: “I

don’t feel 84. But here I am. Looking back
on my life: the best decision I’ve made so
far was opting for very early retirement

while I was still in good health and young
enough to enjoy it. I think fondly of The
Gunnery, and wistfully of classmates who
left us too soon.”

1953
Tony Delude told us: “No news except my

golf game is terrible!”

1954
Dick Clarke wrote: “Spoke with Bill Boone

and he’s alive and sounds the same. Stay
well; we’ll be close to leading the 2019
parade.”

1955
Bob Levine wrote: “My wife Debbie was

born with a rogue gene addicting her to
travel. When we married 26 years ago, she
transferred part of that gene to me. Fast
forward to today, we’re sharing our love
for travel with our kids and grandkids. In
June, we’re all off to London, Paris, and a
riverboat along the Seine River.”

= Celebrating Reunion June 2019

Tom Braman is keeping busy following his

retirement from the University of Florida
International Center Board. He still assists
with the university’s Boren Awards, writing:
“These awards include an internship in a
national security organization. The latest
is that the University of Florida College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences wants me
to help them in a new program to assist
graduates in finding jobs in the private
and public sectors, mentoring, research,
and ‘shadow experiences.’ As it has turned
out, many professors are not encouraging
their students to look for jobs in the U.S.
Government. It could be interesting.”
In 2017, Robert Johnson sailed for eight
weeks from Chile to Antarctica, South
Georgia Island, Tristan da Cunha and Cape
Town as a paid crew member on the threemasted bark “Europa,” and then spent three
weeks touring southern Africa. In 2018, he
spent three weeks traveling around New
Zealand by car and bus, and four weeks
seeing Australia by plane and train. “This
year, I will spend three weeks in May on
the Trans-Siberian Railway from Beijing to
St. Petersburg. I have retired after 40 years

Alumni Weekend Registration is Open!

Celebrating classes ending in 4 & 9, but all are welcome. June 7-9, 2019
Gunnery.org/AW19
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you last were in touch with us?
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Peter Smith is now teaching part time

as a visiting professor at The University
of Colorado, Boulder, where both of his
daughters are students. The ninth edition
of his book, “Modern Latin America,” was
published in October by Oxford University
Press. He added, “Health is okay but age is
showing.”

1959
Bob Butler, who divides his time between

St. Louis and Alton, New Hampshire,
is looking forward to his 60th reunion.
He wrote: “I maintain an office in both
locations for my firm, RBF investment
advisors. Summer in New Hampshire and
winter in St. Louis. Not a bad deal. Sue,
my wife of 52 years, to whom I am lucky to
be married, is in good health. Soon we are
to go fishing in Costa Rica and then on a
riverboat cruise up the Amazon.”

1961
Walter Blogoslawski retired in January
2017 after 46 years working at the NOAA
Milford, Connecticut Laboratory studying
and controlling bacterial diseases of farmed
shellfish.

1963
Rusty Chandler H’63 is moving to a
new home but staying in Northwest
Connecticut. “After 25 years of living across
the street from The Indian Mountain
School in Lakeville, we are moving to
Noble Horizons, a triple-stage retirement
community in Salisbury, Connecticut.”
John Herrick P’89 ’91 seems to be
enjoying retirement. He met up with Dan
Murphy ’89, who is Head Coach of the
Boys Varsity Hockey Team at St. Paul’s,
at a home game vs. Exeter on January 5.
St. Paul’s won 3-1.

Chris King has “mostly” relocated from

Massachusetts to Ojai, California, where
he is enjoying warmer winters while
trying to forget the drought, the Thomas
and Woolsey fires, “and other signs of an
unhappy earth.” He is also exploring a new
career as a painter and delving into the
many options, from rowing to meditating,
in his fascinating new community west of
Los Angeles.

Fred Easter is part of a group that plans

T H E G U N N E RY B U L L E T I N

to raise fish and vegetables indoors and
establish supermarkets in “food deserts”
around the country. He sent us this note:
“I am well. Having said that, I will report
that I fell and ruptured my quad tendon.
Six weeks later, now out of the brace, I
fell again and broke my arm. Neither ice
nor alcohol was a factor in my clumsiness.
I fully expect to waddle around campus
celebrating our 60th. Look forward to
seeing you all.”
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1960
Bruce Butler is currently fully retired

“and not enjoying it!” he said. His “postretirement therapy” involves “renovating
A-frames at a resort complex” in Missouri.
In late January, he was anxious for spring to
arrive and sent his best to all.

been thoroughly enjoying our grandson,
Liam George Roberge, 3, and ‘my baby
sister’ (Liam’s term), who arrived about a
month early on August 28, Audrey Grace
Roberge. I have been attempting to get
back into photography, but cannot devote
as much time as I would like. Nonetheless,
I am approaching a comfortable cadence
of taking pictures and processing them.
The equipment is the easy part. I took a
refresher course and that has gone well, but
learning new software has been an arduous
journey, to say the least. Last February,
I took a trip to Eustis, Maine, which was
founded by my ancestor, Charles Lyman
Eustis. (That’s the ‘E’ of my middle name.)
As I look for the best way I can give back
all that I have — owing much to The
Gunnery for my learning, relationships and
experience — I am looking for the right
place to use my plethora of skills to make a
difference. I hope this finds you all grateful
for all of the blessings which have been
bestowed upon us!”

Michael Maloney said he is now retired

Dan Murphy ’89 and John Herrick ’63 P’89 ’91
at St. Paul’s in January

1964
George E. Cookman and his wife, Sally,

are living in Harpswell, Maine, where “if
you are ‘From Away,’ you are looked upon
with a modicum of distrust. Having retired
on February 1, 2018, I have taken the past
12 months to consider what my next act
will be. In the meanwhile, Sally and I have

with his better half, Katie, and splitting
his time between Boston and St. James
Plantation, North Carolina. “Living well is
the best revenge,” he said.
Scott McCampbell and his wife, Nina,
joined Bob Brush and his wife, Karen, for a
trip to Belize in February.

1966
Chuck Fulkerson is still living happily in

his big, old yellow house in Newtown,
Connecticut, with his loveable boxer

mutt, Elmer. “Life is good. Writing and
painting occupy most of my time. Won
some watercolor awards in area shows
last year and will be teaching a six-week
watercolor class in the spring. I also teach
basic drawing skills at the state prison. I’ve
enjoyed good health, except for accidentally
swallowing a nail, with near catastrophic
results. Happily, I survived, later writing a
story about my misadventure and selling
it to ‘Stanford,’ the magazine of my alma
mater.” If you are curious, the story will
appear in the May issue.

1967
Bruce Adams is halfway through his fifth

term as First Selectman of the town of
Kent, Connecticut. “That’s Mayor for you
folks outside New England,” he wrote.
“I enjoyed a return to Gunnery last year
to serve on a panel. A special treat was
reconnecting with George “Rio” Grande ’63,
who captained the championship baseball
team my freshman year. Great guy then and
still,” he said, adding that he is hoping for

a good turnout at the 55th class reunion.
“Hope the rest of you are well. On a sad
note, my wife, Holly, of 46 years passed
away last July after over 30 years coping
with MS and other related issues.”
New York architect and photographer
Ian J. Cohn P’06 wrote to let us know

that an exhibit of his photographs, titled
“The Faces of Phlamoudhi” opened in
February at the Hallie Ford Museum of
Art at Willamette University in Salem,
Oregon. The exhibit, which will remain on
view through April 28 in the Print Study
Center, “presents an intimate glimpse into
the life of Phlamoudhi, a small village on
the Mediterranean island of Cyprus,” the
museum said, explaining further: “Taken
in the summer of 1972 for his personal
use while Cohn was a graduate student
serving as the official photographer for
the Columbia University archaeological
expedition, the photographs have since
been recognized as a unique documentary
record of life in this remote part of
northern Cyprus. Less than two years later,

Wykeham
Alumnae
Mary (Jo) Johnson ’66 is officially retiring from teaching in June. “This has been my
life pursuit beginning back in 1968. I have been fortunate to fulfill my responsibilities
as an Athletic Director, 8th Grade Advisor and Physical Education Coordinator
for most of my adult life while teaching in three private schools in New York City.”
Johnson earned her bachelor’s degree from George Washington University, where
she majored in dance, and a master’s degree in administration and development
from Hunter College. Her husband, Frank Johnson, is the proud distributor of Frank
Johnson’s Wine Selections in New York City, New Jersey and Westchester, New
York. They have one daughter, Christina, 40, who lives in Boston. “I have not been
in contact with any of my Wykeham friends for a long time but can say that I keep in
close contact with my first cousins Christopher Young ’80 and Ridgeway Young ’76. I
have fond memories of my two years at Wykeham. The collaboration and integration
of the curriculum made learning more meaningful. Wykeham prepared me to become
a lifelong learner. I have found our mission statement in my present school so similar
to Wykeham. As I prepare to leave the world of education, I think about my continued
passion, which is giving back to the community. At some point, Frank and I will move
to Peapack, New Jersey, where I have a family house. There I will start my new journey.
I always look forward to hearing from classmates.”

Ian J. Cohn ’67 P’06 (American, born 1950),
Lysandros Lysandrou, the shepherd, 1972,
black/white photograph, 27 x 18 inches,
courtesy of the artist, New York, New York

in August 1974, Turkey invaded Cyprus,
forcibly displacing more than 155,000
Greek Cypriot citizens, including the
entire population of the village. Stored in
a box for almost 35 years before they were
serendipitously ‘rediscovered,’ Cohn’s
photographs were declared a Cypriot
ethnographic treasure and exhibited at
the Cyprus Museum in 2009. Since then,
Cohn has reconnected with the community
in diaspora, returned to the now Turkishoccupied village, and re-photographed
many of his subjects. The ongoing story
of the displaced community and the
inexorable effects of the passage of time are
documented in several more recent images
also on view.”
Eli Dockson, who is living in Crestone, in
southern Colorado, with his wife, Joanna,
is excited about the Thomas S. Perakos
Arts and Community Center and sends
his greetings to his long-lost Gunnery
classmates and friends: “I am a retired
school superintendent after also teaching
English and drama and being a counselor
and principal. I play guitar in a few bands
(classic rock mostly — thank you Vic
Bottrill, my first guitar teacher) and do
bookkeeping for a local internet provider.
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of volunteering on the Sherborn Fire and
Rescue Department in Massachusetts. I
play bridge, sail when I get a chance and get
involved in town affairs.”
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Andy Glantz taught two classes at The

Marc Adams School of Woodworking in
Indiana last summer and plans to teach
three classes there this May. “The kids are
old (47 and 49) and the grandkids older
than I like to admit: This month, as I turned
70, our oldest granddaughter turned 21.
Roberta and I have been fortunate enough
to travel quite a bit in the last several years,
mostly for snorkeling. We have been to
Indonesia (twice!), the Seychelles, the
Galapagos and Hawaii. This fall we plan
to do a sea kayaking and snorkeling trip in
Palau. I like to encourage classmates to visit
us here in Scottsdale. We have lots of room
and would enjoy seeing anyone who would
like to come to the Southwest.”

1968
Brian Lynn, who is a Fellow of the Institute

for the Science of Origins at Case Western
Reserve University, sent us this note: “What
a long strange trip [from theoretical physics

(B.S., Ph.D. Columbia, International
Centre for Theoretical Physics, University
of Oxford, Stanford University Professor of
Physics) to Wall Street and City of London
(JPMorgan Chase, Morgan Stanley, UBS,
Merrill Lynch trading floor Managing
Director) back to physics (CERN, Case
Western Reserve University Professor of
Physics)] it’s been!”
His wife, Jennifer Thomas, is a
Professor of Physics at University College
in London and they have two children,
Xavier, 19, and Indiana, 23. Lynn said he
missed the 2018 reunion, but is hoping
to make it to reunion this year. “Tennis
team (Berman, Cawley, Kudlow, Perakos,
Schetlin, Mr. Rowe) and R. Elston (band),
will you be there?”
On February 14, Visual Arts Chair Andrew
Richards P’20 and Lincoln Turner of the
Visual Arts faculty accompanied 23 art
students from The Gunnery to the Bruce
Museum in Greenwich, where they toured
an exhibit, “Masterpieces from the Museum
of Cartoon Art,” and had a chance to visit
with Peter Sutton, who is retiring after an
illustrious 17-year career as the museum’s
Executive Director. “During his tenure, he
dramatically advanced the Bruce’s mission,
improved its operations, and vastly expanded

its audience,” the museum said of Sutton,
crediting him with leading the museum’s
“transformation from an institution of
local interest to one of the most dynamic
museums in the region.” The museum,
which recently embarked on a $60 million
capital expansion and renovation project,
attracts more than 85,000 visitors each year.

1969
After 36 cold winters on Prince Edward
Island, Canada, Alan Hearn is now living in
Hawaii!

1970
As a Class Agent, Steve Bond Garvan is
tremendously excited about setting up a
50th Reunion Committee for June 2020.
He wrote: “Curt Smith, Tim Tillson, Cam
Boyce, Peter Clarke, Bruce Sylvester

and Bruce Rittenberg have agreed to
join us so far. We are seeking four to five
more classmates to help us put together
a dynamic and memorable event for our
classmates and their friends and families,
and a class gift to the school. We celebrate
and honor our rites of passage at Gunnery
and in our lives. These activities will include
Wykeham Rise as well, given our closeness
during that period of coordination.” Please
contact Steve at steve@garvanmarketing.
com or cell/text 303-809-1676.
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Bruce Sylvester has an apartment in
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Budapest and a house on the border
with Austria, two hours south of Vienna.
He wrote: “As I have been doing for 18
years, I write news stories about clinical
studies for a medical news syndicate. This
means I can work anywhere, which I like.
I visit my daughter, her fiancée and my
two grandsons, ages 14 and 17, in North
Carolina several times a year. I hope to get
to The Gunnery for my 50th in 2020.”
Tom Tillson is happily retired and living in
Peter Sutton ’68 with current art students and faculty who visited him at the Bruce Museum
in February

San Diego. “I hope to see everybody for the
50th class reunion next year.”

Steve Bond Garvan ’70 spotted some unusual
visitors in the front yard of his home in Idaho:
a mama and child moose snacking at the bird
feeder!

1973
David Cramer is living in Penn Valley,

Pennsylvania, where he and his wife,
Christine, have been incredibly active,
keeping up with four grandchildren, all
under the age of 3. “I’m also a year into
my role as Board Chair of CASA (Court
Appointed Special Advocates) Youth
Advocates in Media, Pennsylvania. Since
retiring, Christine and I have done special
trips to Nepal, Thailand, Dubai, South
Africa and plan on visiting Cuba in March.
That’s all on top of visits around the U.S.
with friends and family.”
Peter Slone P’11 is planning to be married

October 12, 2019, to Wendee Wolfson
in Kiawah Island, South Carolina. He
noted: “Wendee is an executive leadership
coach and serves on the board of the Next
Wave Angel Impact Fund, which invests
in entrepreneurial social impact projects.
Wendee earned an undergraduate degree
at Brandeis University and a master’s in
management from Yale University.”

I’m finding the experience immensely
gratifying. And frustrating too. They
go hand-in-hand,” he said, noting: “I’ve
noticed over the years that the classes
around 1975 participate the least in
writing class notes, donations and general
participation. I’ve often wondered why
this is. Are we the lost generation between
and betwixt the calamitous social changes
of the civil rights movement, Vietnam,
the women’s movement and everything
else going on during our formative years?
No judgment from me as this is my first
class note. Only took me 44 years. I’d be
interested in knowing people’s thoughts on
this. I hope everyone is well and enjoying life.”

1976
In December, Chris Healy was appointed
Executive Director of the Connecticut
Catholic Conference, the public policy arm
of the dioceses of Hartford, Bridgeport,
and Norwich, which represent one million
members of the Catholic faith.
Roger Frank traveled to Australia, Hawaii

and New Zealand, where he visited Jane
Codman (now Jane Hoffmann Davies) from

Wykeham on her organic farm. He also
visited with Robin Jones in the Hartford,
Connecticut, area, and he is getting ready
to retire in 2020.

1977
The Class of 1977 held their most recent
golf outing in May 2018, hosted by
Dennis Leddy at his club in Newton,
Massachusetts. “In spite of a little rain,
a fun time was had by all,” said Rick
Flanagan, who was joined on the course by
Steve Cornell P’09 ’11 ’14, Frank Macary
P’03 ’05 ’07 ’15, Steve Yale, Dave Miller

and Scott Yale. Missing from the outing
were Dan Troiano and Bob Mills.

1979
Heidi Rowe is moving. “After 40 years at

a Delaware boarding school, my husband
Will is retiring from St. Andrew’s and
we’re moving to the quiet town of Center
Sandwich, New Hampshire, on Squam
Lake. Neither of us have plans for next
steps. I’ve been teaching English to refugees
and ESL learners for some time and may
continue this but first, we’ll unpack! Hope
to see you at reunion. If not, it will be a joy
to be back in New England.”
Peter Strandes became a grandparent

(“Opa”) on October 25, 2018. “My
daughter, Caroline, and her husband,
Renato, blessed Kathy and I with an
8-pound, 1-ounce baby boy, Luka Nickolas
Opacak. I never thought being an Opa
would be so much fun! Hope to see all my
classmates for our 40th.”

1975
Tom Tiernan has been living in Oregon

since 2005 and enjoying the Northwest.
“I am on the board of directors of an
independent youth choir. As a person
incapable of producing a musical note,

Members of the Class of 1977 on a golf outing last May included (left to right): Steve Cornell
P’09 ’11 ’14; Frank Macary P’03 ’05 ’07 ’15; Steve Yale; Rick Flanagan; a guest from the club;
John Wynn; Dennis Leddy; Dave Miller and Scott Yale.
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We’ve been running in the Baca Grande
horse stables for exercise and excitement
for 20+ years, so I don’t feel retired, just
tired! We have four adult children and
10 grandkids (ages 3-14), who are all in
Colorado at the moment.”
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Hilary (Fairburn) Sullivan. Life is good

when you are listening to great music on
the beach with Gunnery friends!”
“Life is good!” said Francesca Moscatelli.
“Been enjoying my qualitative research
business that includes travel and lots of free
time. I especially enjoy the public healthrelated projects I conduct in Spanish.” In
November of 2017, she became an organ
donor, and now mentors others who are
contemplating living donation.

1983
Nell Nicholas let us know she is keeping

busy with her hotel work and watching her
sons play collegiate soccer at the U.S. Naval
Academy and St. Lawrence University.

1984
Several alumni celebrated the New Year
together, including Peter Bergen, Warren
Schiele, Chaz Thomas and Katie Lyons ’83.

Suzie Frauenhofer ’88 with Peg and Ed Small

Greg Geller ’84 with his wife, Jane, and daughters, Charlotte, Ana and Isabelle

1988
Suzie Frauenhofer was at the Connecticut

Whale game in Stamford on December 30
with her former advisor, Ed Small, the Anne
S. and Ogden D. Miller Senior Master, and
his wife, Peg, Gunnery Registrar. Yes, they
cheered for Whale teammates Samantha

New grandparents Peter ’79 and Kathy
Strandes with Luka Nickolas Opacak

1980

Walther ’14, Sarah Hughson ’14, Kayla

Poppy Baldwin and John Robards

Meneghin ’14, and Jamie Goldsmith, who
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1994

Meg (O’Neil) O’Brien P’20 noted that

Francesca Moscatelli ’80

a second generation of Gunnery alumni
from the 1980s are coming up. Her son,
Nick O’Brien ’20, gave a campus tour to
Gus Kellogg, who is the son of Charley
Kellogg, in the fall of 2018.

Hilary Sullivan recently joined Virginia
Bush & Associates as an Educational
Consultant focusing on college placements.
“Our two daughters are now in college.
Taylor is a senior at Georgetown and Blair,
a freshman at Colby,” she said.

Doug Francis said it is hard to believe he
and his wife will be empty nesters in the
fall. “Yikes! Claire will be heading off to the
College of William and Mary, and Will is
a senior at the University of Dayton. Hope
to see Charley Kellogg ’84 and Kat White
Niedmann in Rhode Island this summer.”

Joanne Caldara, center, at the reception following the memorial service for her husband, Hugh
B. Caldara, in November with (front row, left to right): Meg (O’Neil) O’Brien ’84 P’20, Peter
Bergen ’84 and Harry Kelleher ’86; and (back row, left to right): John O’Brien ’85 P’20, Charley
Kellogg ’84, Warren Schiele ’84 and Kirk Knudsen ’84

Gunnery alumni, parents, faculty and
friends attended a memorial service for
former teacher, coach, advisor and Athletic
Director Hugh B. Caldara, held November
17 at Calvary Church in Stonington,
Connecticut. Among the many members
of The Gunnery community in attendance
were: Harry Kelleher ’86, Meg (O’Neil)

1982
John Robards ’80 and Poppy Baldwin ’80 with
Scott Houldin ’80 at the concert on the beach
in Mexico

is Head Coach for girls varsity hockey at
The Gunnery.

Welcoming 2019, left to right, Warren Schiele
’84, Katie Lyons ’83, Chaz Thomas ’84 and
Peter Bergen ’84

O’Brien P’20, John O’Brien ’85 P’20,
Poppy Baldwin ’80, John Robards ’80,
Scott Houldin ’80 P’11, Wiley Houldin
Gus Kellogg, right, on a campus tour led by
Nick O’Brien ’20

’11, Julia Alling ’81 P’19 and her son,
William Alling Graney ’19.

Elvira Davidson and her husband, Roy
Barton III, live in Venice, California, with
their two-year-old daughter, Ava, and their
dog, Boo. A former sales manager, Elvira
enjoys exploring playgrounds, museums and
local attractions with her daughter.

Greg Geller recently became a residential
realtor in Indianapolis and is still working
with Peter Bergen in their commercial
and hospitality ventures. “My oldest is 20
and headed to her junior year at Butler
University. My 17-year-old is heading into
her senior year of high school and our
13-year-old is heading into 8th grade! Just
celebrated 22 years of being married to
an awesome partner and confidant in Jane
Geller! #totheend”
Elvira Davidson ’94 with her husband, Roy,
and daughter, Ava
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announced that they are now grandparents!
“Barrett Wilson Hoyt was born on June 13,
2018, in Reston, Virginia, and weighed 8
pounds, 10 ounces. Everyone is healthy and
happy. We wish they lived closer, but we
make as many trips to Virginia as possible.
We have been traveling quite a bit. Our
most recent trip was to Mexico, where we
saw ‘Dead and Company’ and ran into our
classmate, Scott Houldin P’14, and Scott
Sullivan, the husband of another classmate,
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1997

John Moore married Catalina Ricaurte

Vanegasin in Cartagena, Colombia on
February 9. He wrote: “I have spent the
last three years living in Singapore for
business and have had the opportunity to
explore much of Asia, including Sumatra,
Sri Lanka, Japan, Australia, Indonesia,
Cambodia, Thailand, the Philippines,
Vietnam, Myanmar and more. It has been
a life-changing experience. Wish I could
make the 25-year reunion but it just isn’t
possible.”

One day after the New England Patriots
won their sixth Superbowl, Sean Stellato
sent us a note: “So pumped for my five
Patriot clients!” They include punter Ryan
Allen. “He was almost MVP!”

2005
Baxter Leman wrote to let us know he
proposed to his fiancée, Eileen Sherman, in
August. They currently reside in Palo Alto
with their Shih Tzu named Frank.
Kristen (Emerick) Moriarty said 2018

was a big year! “I adopted a dog (Mia) in
the spring and I got married at the North

Jesse Terry ’97, Josh Feil ’98 and Trevor
Ogden ’00 with their catch
Jesse Terry recently went on a fishing trip

in the Florida Keys with Josh Feil ’98 and

Randy Ashton ’96 holding a steelhead trout
on the Grande Ronde River in Washington
State in fall 2018

Mandy Conto ’94 and Robert Betes ’88 were
married in July in San Francisco.

After meeting in San Francisco 11 years
ago, Mandy Conto and Robert Betes ’88
were married in July 2018 at San Francisco
City Hall. A weekend wedding celebration
followed in Anderson Valley wine country.

After we identified her in a photo, Jessica
Ullram Fletcher, who works in the Accounts
Payable and Business Office at The Gunnery,
helped us to solve a “Gunnery Detective”
mystery by identifying the rest of the fouryear seniors who were with her at Conroy
House in 1996 (see the photo below).

Trevor Ogden ’00.

1999
Sean Stellato ’97 on the field with linebacker
Brandon King and cornerback Jonathan
Jones of the New England Patriots at the
2019 Super Bowl

Kris Matthews, his wife, Jamie, and big
brother Jackson welcomed a baby girl on
December 9, 2018. Her name is Ryan
Grace Matthews. All are well and are now
living in Jamestown, Rhode Island. The
Matthews family, including Whit Matthews
’98, also celebrated Dean Matthews ’56
P’98 ’99 80th birthday in January. To see
more about what Kris has been up to, read
his Highlander Journey on Page 40.

Baxter Leman ’05 and Eileen Sherman
John Moore ’99 and Catalina Ricaurte
Vanegasin

1996
Randy Ashton has launched a new lifestyle
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Douglas Baker sent us this news: “I was

re-married to Samantha Tetterton Baker in
2018. Our baby girl, Ruby Nicole Baker,
was born on February 12, 2018. I’m still on
active duty as a Major in the United States
Marine Corps, stationed at Camp Lejeune,
North Carolina.”

Allison (Congdon) Taylor, Jen Weinstein, Abby Meshberg, Aiysha Mustapha, Jessica Ullram
Fletcher, Emily Weirdsma, Katie (Holmes) Kraft and Miranda Pasch-Grant at the dinner for
four-year seniors in 1996

Dean Matthews ’56 P’98 ’99, Kris Matthews ’99 and Whit Matthews ’98 with baby Ryan Grace

Kristen ’05 and Patrick Moriarty

SPRING 2019
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brand, SteelyZips.com, in Sun Valley,
Idaho. “Steely Zips is combining the latest
in fabric technology to create the ultimate
outdoor tech hoodie,” he writes.
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House in Avon, Connecticut, on October
7 to Patrick Moriarty!” Sarah Macary ’07
and Kathryn Kroleski were two of her
bridesmaids and Frank Macary ’77 and
Susan Macary P’03 ’05 ’07 ’15 attended
the wedding.

2009
Kim George was married to Meade Sparkes

on June 15, 2018, in Chicago, Illinois.
Their families flew in from Boulder,
Colorado, and around New England to
celebrate their nuptials. This winter they
honeymooned in Sayulita, Mexico!

The groom, Danny O’Brien ’11 (far right,
wearing boutonniere), with family members
(left to right) Mike O’Brien ’07, John O’Brien
’85 P’20, Meg (O’Neil) O’Brien ’84 P’20 and
Nick O’Brien ’20.

2012

Kevin and Melinda Shaughnessy

Hunter Brown wrote to tell us about his
incredible year. “My wife, Mallory, and
I got married in Rancho Palos Verdes,
California, in September and moved into
our new home in South Pasadena. I also
launched my commercial real estate career
early last year with CBRE here in Los
Angeles. Big thanks to Coach Trundy and
the community at The Gunnery for helping
me get to where I am today!”

Congratulations to Andrew De Paulis and
the crew of the 61-foot Viking “Playmaker,”
who won the 2018 “Marlin Magazine”
Manufacturer’s Cup, Bermuda Big Game
Classic and Bermuda Triple Crown.
According to the December issue of
“Marlin Magazine,” which is the largest and
most followed sport fishing magazine, the
Bermuda Big Game Classic is “the longest
sea crossing without a fueling station,
watering hole, or landmass along the way
for any billfish tournament. The banks
off Bermuda offer the most-consistent
large blue marlin fishery in the world.
The visiting and Bermuda-based crews
are among the most competitive teams in
tournament angling and run some of the
top boats built by the world’s best boat
manufacturers.”

2011

2013

Meg (O’Neil) O’Brien ’84 P’20, who is the

Hanna Carlin, Kathleen Songco and Sam

Director of Finance and Administration
at Yale University’s Poorvu Center for
Teaching and Learning, wrote to let
us know about a great O’Brien family
wedding celebrated November 3, 2018, in
Stow, Massachusetts. Her nephew, Danny
O’Brien, married the lovely Julia Moynagh

Anderson, went on their third annual

at Butternut Farm Golf Club. Michael
O’Brien ’07 served as a co-best man. Meg
attended with her husband, John O’Brien
’85 P’20, and their son, Nick O’Brien ’20.

2010
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Kim George ’09 and her wife, Meade
Sparkes, on their wedding day
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Kevin Shaughnessy and Melinda Lucia

were married on November 3, 2018. The
ceremony was held at St. Mary Church in
Ridgefield, Connecticut, with the reception
at Redding Country Club in Redding,
Connecticut. Patrick Shaughnessy ’07
was the best man and Daniel Shaughnessy
’08 was in attendance. The couple met at
Bridgewater Associates, a hedge fund in

Andrew De Paulis ’12 and the crew of The “Playmaker” bested 41 other teams to win the
Bermuda Triple Crown by catching and releasing 10 blue marlins and one white marlin. All
were caught by De Paulis. The crew included his brother, Brandon, and their father, Phil.

Gunnery ski trip at Okemo Mountain in
Vermont in late January.
Justin Dunn is making a cross-country
Hunter ’10 and Mallory Brown

move. In December, news broke that
the New York native and No. 4 pitching

Kathleen Songco ’13, Sam Anderson ’13, Jackie Hagopian ’13, Katie Quinlan ’13 and
Anthony Luzzi ’13 skiing at Okemo

SPRING 2019

Westport, Connecticut, where Kevin has
been working in the Research Department
for the past four years. They live in
Ridgefield.
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prospect for the New York Mets had been
traded to the Seattle Mariners.

Christian Kummer, who is studying

gender, sexuality and feminist studies at
Middlebury College, with a possible minor
in dance, wrote: “I was recently hired at
the Feminists’ Resource Center, where I
will be organizing and executing initiatives
on campus to educate the community on
different aspects of marginalization and
activism. I will also be blogging for their
newsletter about feminist events taking
place on campus. I am a member of the
Institutional Diversity Committee and the
Sexual & Relationship Respect Committee,
which works to make Middlebury safer
and more inclusive for people of all
backgrounds. I am in the process of training
to be a Sex Positive Peer Educator on
campus and I will be facilitating feminist sex
education workshops.”

Katie Quinlan wrote to let us know that
she and Jackie Hagopian, MJ Kessenich,
Hanna Carlin, Kathleen Songco and Sam
Anderson, went on their third annual
Gunnery ski trip at Okemo Mountain in
Vermont in late January.

2014
Brandon Garzione graduated from The

Jordan Robert ’16 with a student at Chemainus Elementary Community School in British
Columbia during a visit by the Cowichan Capitals this year. School visits are a key part of the
organization’s involvement in communities throughout the Cowichan Valley.

Allen Jing is pursuing a master’s degree in

mechanical engineering at the University of
Michigan, where he also joined the men’s
rowing team. “After a successful fall season,
we are now training hard and getting ready
for the upcoming spring racing season. Ann
Arbor is a great place. I have really enjoyed
my time here so far!”
Sam Levin completed his second semester

of a master’s degree program at the
University of Iceland. Next year, he plans to
attend the University of Oslo. “Still playing
ice hockey,” he said.

hockey team at Clarkson University.
“Dream come true,” he tweeted. A native
of Massena, New York, Robert currently
plays left wing for the Cowichan Capitals
in the British Columbia Hockey League.
According to the Watertown Daily Times,
he spent the last two years in the same
league with the Surrey Eagles, based in
Surrey, British Columbia.
Amanda Sabia was featured on News 12

back from six knee surgeries over five years
to lead the Manhattanville College women’s
ice hockey team in goals scored this season.
Sabia suffered a torn ACL, MCL and
meniscus at age 14, and three subsequent
ACL tears. “The way that she can recover
from injuries, sometimes season-ending
injuries, even career-ending injuries … she
never gets held back. She’s a pretty special
kid,” Manhattanville coach David Turco
told the TV station.

Westchester in January, after she bounced

2016
Ashley Judson wrote to let us know she
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transferred from Bentley University to the
University of Connecticut, from which
she will graduate in May with a bachelor’s
degree in psychology, and a minor in
business fundamentals.
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Celebrating at their second annual Gunnery summer weekend in Ontario (left to right):
Matt Danner ’17, Sean Keleher ’17, Noah Williams ’17, Lucas Prestamo ’17, Tyler Scott ’17
and Alex Wilkins ’17

2017

Kate Hayward, is keeping to document her

From proud Gunnery mom Laurie Danner
P’17 we heard about The Gunnery Class of
2017 boys, including Matt Danner, Sean
Keleher, Noah Williams, Lucas Prestamo,
Tyler Scott and Alex Wilkins, who held
their second annual summer weekend at
the Danner’s house in Oakville, Ontario,
Canada. “There was definitely a lot of
laughter and before it was even over they
were already planning the third annual
summer weekend in 2019!” she said.

2018
Proud Gunnery mom Krista Hayward
P’18 shared a link to the blog her daughter,

Amanda Levin is loving American

University in Washington, D.C! “Spending
my spring semester junior year studying in
London. I will be doing an internship there
as well,” she said.
Jordan Robert announced on Twitter in
November that he has signed a National
Letter of Intent to play for the men’s

travels during her gap year. “She’s spending
three months teaching and exploring Kenya,
two and a half months in Madagascar
doing wildlife/environmental/marine
conservation, and six weeks in Sri Lanka
doing a medical internship, where she’ll
rotate through all the different departments
at the hospital,” Krista Hayward wrote
in January, noting, “She’s been in Kenya
for a month now and is doing great —
just experienced a safari this weekend
seeing some of the big animals — truly
breathtaking!!!” To follow Kate’s adventures
go to https://yearofthekate.blog/ and enter
your email address in the lower right corner
under “follow.”

IN MEMORIAM
The Gunnery community is saddened by
the loss of many cherished sons and
daughters and sends its condolences to
their friends and families:
Mr. Michael Bakwin ’52

12/3/2018

Mr. Edward S. Benson ’49 P’74 ’84 11/23/2018
Mr. Paul F. Boileau ’79
Mr. John C. Brown ’59 P’92
Mr. Peter R. P. Hart ’68

1/14/2019
9/13/2018
12/31/2018

Mr. James B. Hurd ’65

10/4/2018

Mr. Joseph M. Juhas ’62

11/28/2018

Mr. Robert B. Mortell ’55

1/4/2019

Ms. Jillian M. Nichols ’13

7/23/2017

Mr. James B. Offutt ’50

4/14/2018

Mr. John W. Phelps ’53

11/5/18

Mr. Louis J. Rapuano ’51
Mr. Dale F. Reese ’51
Mr. Roger K. Snell ’51
Dr. Edward W. Tayler ’49

9/21/2018
1/3/19
12/28/2018
4/23/2018

Follow The Gunnery online at Gunnery.org

Amanda Sabia ’16 is a forward for the Manhattanville College Valiants.

@TheGunnery1850

@TheGunnery1850

@TheGunnery

thegunnery

photos.gunnery.org

bit.ly/Gunnery
YouTubeVideos

thegunnery

thegunnery
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University of Alabama in May 2018. He
is presently enrolled in graduate school at
The University of Alabama, where he is
majoring in sports management.
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Ten Minutes With Ed Small

BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND SCHOOL OFFICERS

Sitting down to talk with Ed Small, two things immediately become
apparent: He has a dry sense of humor and he has stories to tell. Lots of
Gunnery stories. This, of course, stems from the 42 years he has spent
on campus as a teacher, coach, advisor, dorm parent, and the Anne S. and
Ogden D. Miller Senior Master.
In the fall of 1976, Small had just graduated from Bowdoin College
and married his childhood sweetheart, Peg, (whom he met in third grade),
when he accepted a one-year teaching assignment at Hopkins School
in New Haven, where he also coached cross country and JV baseball. A
year later, he began applying to schools throughout New England, and
interviewed with then-Headmaster Burgess Ayres at The Gunnery. He
was one of 15 new teachers who were hired to start in the fall of 1977,
along with Pamela Taylor and Hugh Caldara, arriving with the first class
that included girls since 1921.
Over the last four decades, Small has taught some 15 different math
courses and coached about 10 different athletic teams. He has been a
dorm parent in eight different dorms, including Emerson from 1977 to
1983. In his role as Senior Master, he is also responsible for maintaining
some of our most time-honored traditions: Convocation, Baccalaureate,
Prize Night and Commencement. When he’s not teaching or coaching,
you’re likely to find him walking his yellow Labrador, Tucker, age 12, or
spending time with his grandson, Aiden, age 3. Here’s what he had to say
about his Gunnery years.

Peter Becker
Head of School
Gerrit Vreeland ’61
Chairman
Patrick M. Dorton ’86
Vice Chairman
Cynthia Urda Kassis P’19 		
Secretary
William T. Tolley P’08 ’14
Treasurer

Q: What is your favorite Gunnery tradition?
A: Commencement (with School Walk a close second)
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Q: What advice do you have for new faculty?
A: “Have a sense of humor.”
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Q: Which faculty or students have influenced you?
A: “Every student has an influence on you, good or bad. If you’re a
teacher, you can learn something from every faculty member, too.”
Q: Why have you stayed at The Gunnery?
A: “I like change. I became aware very early that this school changes every
year so if you want to see change, stay where you are,” he said, adding, “I
actually like Washington, Connecticut.” Among the things he appreciates
about the town are the miles of trails for running, walking, cross-country
skiing and snowshoeing, and it’s only 90 minutes to Yankee Stadium.

Education
Bowdoin College — AB, Mathematics and
Psychology
Wesleyan University — MALS, Mathematics Major
Honors and Accolades
The Tisch Family Chair for Excellence in Teaching,
2000-2003
The Anne and Henry Zarrow Chair for Math &
Science, 2011-2014
The Noto Family Chair for Dedicated Service,
2015-2018
The Anne S. and Ogden D. Miller Senior Master
Chair, 2017 to present
Current Responsibilities
Teaching: Algebra I, Topics in Mathematics,
Operations Research
Assistant Coach: Cross Country and Varsity Baseball
Senior Master
Additional: Weekend duty, dorm duty (Graham
House), Evening Study Hall, advisor to Mathletes,
creator of academic course schedule, member of
Disciplinary Committee, emergency driver
Previous responsibilities
Head of Mathematics Department
Head Coach: Boys Varsity and Boys JV Basketball
Assistant Coach: Varsity Football, Girls Varsity
Soccer, Boys Varsity Basketball, Boys Varsity
Soccer, Boys Varsity Hockey
Member of Curriculum Committee

DESIGN John Johnson Art Direction, Winsted, Conn. PRINTING David Emery ’73, GHP, West Haven, Conn.

Q: What were your responsibilities when you first came to
The Gunnery?
A: “I was the only dorm parent in Emerson. I didn’t get a day off until
March,” he recalled. He taught computer programming and Algebra II
and served as Head Coach for the boys JV basketball team. He was the
assistant coach for football with Cal for a number of years. Up until 2012,
he coached teams in all three seasons.

TRUSTEES

William G. Bardel
Robert Bellinger ’73
W. Graham Cole
Sarah A. (Scheel) Cook ’82
Gretchen H. Farmer P’05
Ashleigh Fernandez
Sherm Hotchkiss ’63
Peter R. Houldin ’92 P’21
Jonathan S. Linen ’62
Len Novick P’18 ’21
Laurence D. Paredes P’20
Roy B. Simpson, Jr. ’68
Omar Slowe ’97
Richard N. Tager ’56
Neil Townsend P’18 ’20
Daniel Troiano ’77
Wanji Walcott P’19
TRUSTEE EMERITI
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Honoring Hugh B. Caldara
About 60 alumni and their families, friends and faculty gathered in
Linen Rink on February 9 for the annual Alumni Hockey Game and
the dedication of a jersey in honor of Hugh B. Caldara, who passed
away on October 18, 2018. The jersey bears the number 37 for
the 37 years that Caldara served as a teacher, coach, dorm parent,
advisor and Athletic Director at the school.
“While he was best known as ‘Coach Cal,’ he was first and
foremost a teacher,” Head of School Peter Becker said, noting
that Cal taught U.S. History, Ethics, Public Speaking and U.S.
Foreign Policy at The Gunnery. “His enthusiasm and curiosity was
infectious.”
Following his passing, responses poured in from across the
country, from alumni and also from Gunnery parents, former faculty
and Cal’s colleagues at other schools. Together, the recollections
they shared stretched from his first year at The Gunnery to his last.
“He didn’t stop being part of this community after he retired,”
Becker said, noting that Cal continued to show up for his students,
attending their games in college and returning every Alumni
Weekend since 2014. “He was one of those people who kept The
Gunnery family together even after people left here.”
The school was pleased to be able to honor Cal at Linen Rink,
where he spent so much of his time, Becker said in presenting the
jersey to Cal’s wife, Joanne. “He taught us to be the best that we
can,” she said. “It is a gift and that’s why he will live in our hearts.”
Ed Small, the Anne S. and Ogden D. Miller Senior Master, who
taught, coached and lived side by side with Cal for 37 years, said
they were brought together as new faculty in 1977. They coached
football together and developed a friendship. “We each have our
own Cal story that’s dear to us,” Small said.
Katlyn Paiva ’14 remembered Cal as a teacher, coach and
advisor: “He always pushed me to play that much harder. He made
me want to learn. He showed us what it meant to care about people

Morgan Dow ’16, Joanne Caldara, Katlyn Paiva ‘14, Peter Becker
and Ed Small

and put it into action,” she said, recalling the moment when the
Girls Varsity Hockey team won a second consecutive NEPSAC
Championship in 2014 with Cal as Assistant Coach. “We skated
to Cal as a whole team. We hugged him and in that moment we
knew we made him proud.”
In closing, Paiva shared some of Cal’s advice to his players:
“Play hard. Put a biscuit in the basket. I am there in spirit.”

Alumni are invited to attend a memorial service in honor of Hugh B. Caldara on Saturday, June 8, 2019, as part of Alumni
Weekend. Details will be posted on the website as they become available. To share remembrances of Cal with the school
community online go to gunnery.org/RememberingCal.

